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"YVjth Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
ROY.Mora County, New Mexico,"" Saturday, January 19, 118.
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Free Seeds

Breaks Leg

Red Cross

Number'

Assessor

Electric Light

George Lamb
o

o

"The latest reports indicate that the Xmas Drive for ten
million new members for the
American Red Cross has resulted in the addition of fully sixteen
million names to its roll. This
number added to the more than
six million members before
Christmas Campaign makes the
total present nrollment fully

,

twenty-tw- o
million. This is a
magnificent fact; an expression
not alone of patriotism, but of
the fine sympathy and idealism
of the whole American people.
The wonderful achievement of
'
enrolling one fifth of the entire
population of the United States
as members of the American Red
Cross Í3 less a' triumph than it is
a call to greater service, lne
Red Cross is T.ot merely a humap
itarian organization, separate and
distinct from others, but it is the
mobilized heart and spirit of the
whole American people. American Red Cross is carrying a
message of love and sympathy to
the American soldiers and sailors
and to the "feroops and civilian
population of oür allies in all
parts f the world; it is seeking
to shorten the war, and it is seeking to lay a foundation for a more
enduring peace when the war is
over. As wevstanc on the threshold of a new year in this hour
of world tradegy, there can be
but one thought in the minds of
million members
the twenty-tw- o
of thq American Red Cross and
that is to serve and sacrifice as
,
never before'"..

George Lamb, who was draft-Mor- a
ed into the army from Roy. last
fall was returned Saturday in
charge of two stalwart soldiers
from Camp Kearney, California
George is a homesteader here and
has been employed by George
Ray on his ranch. After several
weeks in the training camp he
lost his reason and was placed m
a hospital for the insane in California for a time. Not. recovering he was dischared from the
service and sent home.
He was turned over to Deputy
Sheriff, R. C. Grunig, who imme
diately wired his relatives in
Illinois and who is caring for
him waiting for a reply,
George knew his old friends
here on his return but is despondent and melancholy and it will
likely be necessary to send him
to the Hospital at Las Vegas unless his relatives come for him.

Washington D. C.
Senator
The Roy Garage has installed
Jones has received his allotment
a complete
lighting system
of flower and vegetable seeds and
which makes the place the bright
field seeds and will be glad
est place in town at night.
to furnish a quantity to those
It is a "Delco" system and
desiring same upon request.
has one of the finest little geneThe Department of Agriculture rators we have ever seen. The
has also advised the Senator that battery is sufficient to carry the
they propose to have available á necessary lights for several
smaB amount of Kansas Alfalfa hours.
It is noiseless, convenFeterita White Milo and Sudan ient, efficient and economical and
Grass seed.
the Davenport Bros, ere to be
Those are tor experimental pur j congratulated in the possession of
poses and are furnished with the the most modern lighting system

Nieves Gallegos, of Wagon
Mound met- - with a serious accident in the breaks of Red
River Tuesday. His horse fell
with him and his leg was broken
He was far from any residence
and managed to climb back on
his, horse and ride to the J, L,
Smith home where he claimed
'
assistance. He was helped to
the house and Mr. Sandsbury was
summoned with his car and
brought him to town. Drs, Self
and Gibbs rendered surgical services and he is as comfortable as understanding that the recipient
Each
conditions permit at the home of will , report the result.
package
contains a sufficient
Alfredo Lucero, an Roy.
quantity of seed for a satisfacMr. Sale, father of Dr. Sale, tory field test, and in view of the
left Tuesday for Colorado to visit limited supply not more than one
his brother and look up a busi- package of any variety can be
ness proposition. He will return furnished to an individual. The
Senator will be glad to honor all
to Ruy.
requests slong as the supply is
available.
Tony Heimann wss in from his
Albert-Hiranch Wednesday.
Mr. I. D. Allison, a builder of
Hhs brother, Frank, who is visitL'levators,
and representing the
ing in Missouri writes of the
bitter winter They have there, "White Star Company" of Wich-it- a
Kansas, stopped in Roy Monstay east on acctunt cf
day
on business connected with
nhtimproved health.
iis line, ne read of final proofs
and State Land Sales in the local
Prospects for the early "institu- paper and became interested at
tion of the Masonic Lodge at Rcy once. He has an ambition to get
grow daily brighter. The Lodge hold of some land for his sons
will be ready to occupy it as soon who are growing up and will
ias the new Hall is completed nstigate this mesa thoroly beanSready to accommodate them. fore leaving it.
ll

He-ma-

y

5W

Fabian Chaves, Assessor of
f!nnnrv. nrrivrd Tuesday
and is hard at work filling out
Tax Schedules at the office of
W. II, Willcox. He is doing the
work himself this year and is
giving general satisfaction." The
new instructions to all assessors
to personally inspect stocks of
merchandise and invoices besides
a number of other things not
heretofore demanded of them.
Mr. Chaves is stopping with
his friend, Remigio Lopez while
long
in town. It was purchased from in town and is working
hours.
the Agency at Springer and will
be the means of selling
Floyd Ivey claims the banner
to many of our modern
in the jack rabbit hunt Wednesfarmers and ranchmen as well as
day. He killed 14 and be and Sam
city homes.
Strong dressed their car load and
shipped them to Dawson; The
Mrs. P. P. Branch accompani whole catch was something over
ed R. Lopez and family to Union a hundred rabbits. Anoteer chase
Co. where they visited friends will follow soon.
Sunday.
Am sending you sample potaHarve Hickel was the first to toes grown by me in 1917. 1 lackrespond to our letters of last ed one row 10 rods long of havweek. It will be a long time be ing
acre which yilded 60 bu.
fore we will have to write him Have seed for sale.
again even if he don't have to go
Kirktfbbs.
to the army.
Gladstone, N. M.
similar-system-

1--

B. T. Carroll, of
is a '19 subscriber

Lamar Okla.'
to the
Jeweler and
S--

He is a Barber,
raises fancy White Plymouth
Rock Chickens. He contemplates
coming here to live some time
and wants toread about the mesa,
in the mean time.

2

Rev. W. C. Heaton will fill his
One report from Texas is to
regular appointment at the Roy the effect that a small rancher
Church next Sunday, Jan. 20th
Red River Bridge
with a herd of 500 cattle lost 400
of them in the recent snowstorm
family accepted the.
The
Fred Wiesendorfer and family
invitation
Dr. O. A. Sale and'
of
returned from Eastern Kansas
Mills, of Solano is report- wife to drive to Red River Bridge
Jack
where they have" been living on
ed seriously ill with Pneumonia, Sunday afternoon.
It was atheir fathers farm. Mr. Wiesen
The Odd Fellows Lodge sent a dandy trip, we stopped the car at .
Forbearance No Virtue
Mrs. DuChanois nee Helen dorfer sold the farm recently for committee to see him and
take the top of the hill, as it is- still a
Alldredge, was in town the first $50.00 per acre and, they have re him a load of coal Thursday.
explosions
and
Inrendiary
fires
stiff climb and the ne w road is 4
WMorey,
John
of the week visiting her father, turned to the Mesa to live.
supmunition
army
in
inches deep in dust all the way
or
near
or
Mg'r. Mountain Division
ply factories or depots in this R. E. Alldredge.
down
and it would be some car
Failing to be admitted to the The W. O. W. of Roy had a
country
beginning
to
become
pull it. The road will
that
could
are
Mrs. F. A. Roy. Pres. ard
Aviation Corps when he tried to regular meeting Saturday night
Variety
The
Machine
Works
"is
be
frequent.
fine when ifsettles but oil or
evident the
It
Mrs. Irvin Ogden Secy, of the
hastiad Cash Sales Tickets print enlist, Albert Branch, is now and initiated two new members. Concrete will be necessary to.
Roy Chapter, Red Cross, went hyphenate has begun to get busy
ed at this office as a Convenience looking forward to getting in The old offiicers were
make it an auto road.
to Mill3 Thursday to meet with Damages done in this way to
the
to themselves and their cutom- - the In'nfry at any rate. He is and after the lodge meeting
past
in
preparations
militar.?
'
th
"
S$ walked ttHhe "Iríd kT- the ladies thére Who are desirious
Á 'l "m ''the 'recent sifrvivirig members" h'ad a ban- ers in the Garage and Machine cla6?ieá'(s
month
aggregated
an
'have
alarm
of starting an Auxiliary. They
Shop. They have adopted the classification and is proud of jt. quet at the Home Restaurrnt,
been to build the piers than we
took the blanks along and also ing total, reaching into the milstrictly Cash system and will ad
lions.
i
priviousiy naairom looking down
supplies for those who wanted
Winter is here
Rev. S. L. Ford has been at on them from the top of the can-- v
The time Tias come for the here to it strictly in future.
to get to work at once. They
&i raso and came home this yon a thousand feet
weut up on the train ann Mrs government to abandon its polite
above. We
We have had a touch of winter week with instructions to appear
suspects
Germany
in
of
In
German
treatment
would advise anyone starting
lHary Waters went lor them after
enough to make us realize what for duty in the Y. M. C. A.
this country. The mailed fist is
Army down to know that their breaks
school, in the car.
the only medicine they recognize
The Committee on Public In- the stories of cold and snow and work next Monday. He will try are working right. It is an
g
blockades in the east and central to arrange his business
affairs
walk to the bridge and a
'The "Brass Collars" of the Leniency is worse than a mistak formation has made the
E-translation of a story appear states mean. Last Friday morn- so that he can be there by that vuijiy mat ieo(.s your lunffs as
&
went up to Dawson en policy. It is time for the
spies
ing
and conspirators to feel the
in the October 15, 1917, issue ing the Gov't, Thermometer re time and will be located at 2230 well as your legs coming back up
this week with their business
gistered 13 below and Zero on Federal St. El Pas) hereafter.
countof the Leipziger Volkszeitung:
but it 13 a sight worth seeing.
cars and the 'Joy Wagon" that iron. The Germans have
Saturday
morning but it. has He is making things fly in
"A sample of the fashion after
his The snow storm that gathered in
peddles out their pay to the em ed upon the
ways of America to make which bloated landlords treat the gradually warmed since so it preparations and may drive down the afternoon made home and a
ployees. They are a well fed
could snow a little Sunday night in his Ford
car with his family, warm fire seem mighty good on
arid 'jolly bunch and their visit is her harmiess in this war. The wives of .soldiers has been
and
we may now expect a little
welcomed even by those who sooner the German finds out the brought to our ottention from
Rev,Merdith has been sent our return.
winter weather, Co'mpared with
am
real
fiber
Upper
awakened
AmeriLangenau
of
hand-ouin
Silesia,
One
get
a
w luma, Arizona to engage in If you want something typicalfrom the
don't
t
ca the better. The German spy of the hired men of Dr. Mueller's every place east of us according Army Y, work there.
ly New Mexican to send your
pay ear.
should be shown that this nation agricultural estate has been for a to the papers, we are getting off
friends in the east, take your
easy as usual. A finer winter no
r l
tt n.ir MayDerry
n,
Born:- - to Mr. and Mrs. Walter kodak to the Red River and snap
receiver a will put him to death with as long time at the front. His wife
message Sunday that his father little hesitation or compunction who had worked alongside her one ever Saw except the lack of Ross, of Solano, a girl, Sunday. some of the grandeur of the canwas seriously burned at his home as a rattlesnake. The German husband before the war after the moisture for the wheat and, may All parties reported fine.
yons for them.
be this is what we needed inin Towanda, Kansas while at sympathizer should- learn that usual custom, remained in the
T. O. Scott has joined our list
work on time public works. His there is a government in this ranks of the field hands and ac- stead of rain. Range stock has
Julius Appel
lived
and
fat
in
comfort
thus
far
country,
1919 subscribers.
of
a hundred per cent cordingly retained her farm cot- life was despaired of and H. H.
It is his shoe stock into has moved his
the main store and
American government and that tage. uctooer 1st tms woman and are in condition to weather rule to always pay ahead and
Left Monday to visit him.
rented
new
the
addition to John
any
moderate
storms
and
be
in
he cannot with safely open his got the following letter:
then its his own paper if he
Gibson who has moved in with
good condition in the spring,
'"Les , AÜkredge, sends us a mouth to whisper a word against
wants to find fault with it.
"The undersigned baliff of the
his family and will live there the
remittance on subscription and it. .
estate hereby gives you notice as
rest
of the winter.
Why wouldn't it be good busiorders the
sent to L. E.
of this datero the field service
'Twas Ever Thus
Alldredge, Jr. at Camp Stanley
ness to guard more effectively
Roque Reeder called Thursday for January 1. 1918. On that
There is always someone at against the fires that are destroy
Texas, where Emmett is taking and paid subscription to the
Pie Supper
day you are to give up your house
At the Wagner School House
Officer's Training.
so far ahead that we fear we The work which you are doing on hand to take the joy out of life. ing millions of dollars worth of
shall not see him in the office the farm does not compensate No sooner had we received the food and provisions every week 7 miles southeast of Roy. Satin-n
r
i
official credentials making the instead of urging oeonle who! aay eve Jan- iyin a11 are invited.
ii
The Roy National Farm Loan soon. He left a streak' of sun- tne iarm lor tne loss wmcn acEditor of this rag "County Chair produce food to go hungry and
Ass'n. met Tuesday evening and shine and a breeze of hot air,as crues to it through the continued
man
of the Federal Fuel Commit save. We don't mind saving
support of your, family. Look
was well attended, Several loans usual.
tee"
The more poultry and eggs we
than the office "Devil" re- for the army or for the starving
out for yourself away from this
have been granted and received
produce
marked
that
a
little
fuel
the more poultry and
"Ad
Allies
any
or
other worthy cause
here but there are a number still The Misse3 Martinez, from farm your house is needed for
eggs
to
office
ministered"
we
will
the
stove
to
eat. The more of
but
stint ourselves that food
hanging fire and some have been Black Lakes, are visiting their other use".
good
be
would
food
a
way
that
to
we
may
eat the less beef
be
stored
start
in huge stacks and
'"The woman communicated
cancelled. A farmer has to be brother D. M. .Martinez and
pork
and
right
we
and
had
to
will
we
rustle
the
burned or sunk in the ocean don't
need or want- the notice to her husband with
on the job all the time to get any family at Carrizo this week.
coal scuttle, pronto. '
leaving that much more to go to
aypeal to our sympathy at all.
T
these
words
you
must
tell
where with these loans as there
Accidents will happen but it is Europe. Thus we do indirectly
We have a few farms to show my distress,' soon I shall not be
Same thing when we got home
are miles of red tape to unravel
possible to be careful as well as the thmg we can't do directly.
before the real money is in sight to buyers in different parts of able to see the paper for my tears and were preparing to sit
By poultry production we get
the mesa. . We are not in the What shall I do? Winter is at the fire "amigo esposa" suggested economical.
The old officers were
quickly
more meat to win the
business but shall be glad to show door and the cottage is
Rabbit Round-u- p
full of that "There isn't a speck of coal
..
war,
although
we can not inNOTICE
TO
KNITTERS.
farm3 that our friends have ask- little, children.'
in" and we mustiare forth and
Meet at the Bfa,nd School
crease
in
time
that
All
yarn
given
the number of
by
out
the
ed us to find buyers for to those
"Thus the baliff of the estate bring it. Nothing to this "Fuel
House Saturday January 26th,
' re- our meat animals.
in
is
November
to
be
who want the last
of a bloated landlord turns a Administrator business but what
supper at school house at the und
Get some good hens. You will
turned immediately
whether
to be sold in 'settled family with eight
that
is
children out of we had to do before and we the
close of the hunt. All are invited.
help
win the war.
You will rearticles
are
or
finished
not
communities on tht mesa.
Call doors in midwinter while the trust conditions will remain so
duce
youp
By
own
cost
order
of
of living.
the
quarDenver
H'd
at the
Office and we will man is at the
front. Comment that we will have no larger con- ters, Return to Mrs. Nelly Will- You will turn waste into food.
Albert Bacharaeh, is a new
you about them.
nection with the "Fuel Problem"
takes eare of itself".
this week.' tell
subscriber to the
Get some good
S--
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THE

AH EPITOME OF

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

GOVERNORS

Minister of Foreign Affairs Pichón
will In the Chamber of Deputies oat-

-

REPLY

NEW MEXICO

CAPTAIN FIRES

Back Lame and Achy?

line France's war alms.
ON 80CIAL UNREST COMMENDED
At Santiago, Chile, the Mercurio ex
INTO Gil
BY VERNER Z. REED.
presses the opinion that President
open
the door to
Wilson's speech may
peace.
CONDENSED
RECORD OP THE
"Caret of World and Deceltfulnett of
Reports from Rostov say that the
LEWIS R. WHISLER, OF SALINA,
Richee Choke Truth," Llndsey
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
Republic of the Don has been de Weetera Newspaper Union News Service.
KAN., KILL8 SELF AFTER LOOT-INMediation Board.
Tellt
HOME AND ABROAD.
clared existent with Gen. Kaledine as
COMINO EVENTS.
ARMY BANK.
president and prime minister.
Jan. 9
Farmers' Week and Horn
Colleg,
Conference
Maker'
at
State
Newspaper
Weetern
News
Union
Service.
The Bolshevik government, a ReutMesilla Park.
1
Santa Fe. Verner Z. Reed, member
New Mexico Electrical As
dispatch from Petrograd says, has Feb.
FROM ALL SOURCES er's
oclatlon mentlnir cfr RilvAP (Mtv.
of the President'! mediation board,
issued a decree suspending all pay March
Stockmen's convention at
WITH AN AX
has sent to Governor Llndsey a tele SLEW FOUR
Roawell.
ments of dividends by private cow
March, ltll Wool Growers' convention gram in which he congratulates the
panies.
at jKoswell.
chief executive of New Mexico upon
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE
The German government has of
During
year
the
1917, 14.088 auto his reply to the inquiry recently made DECLARED IN NOTE TO WOMAN
of
Enrique
pay
family
to
the
fered
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
of him as to his idea of the cause of
Granados, the Spanish composer, 6CG,- licenses were issued.
HE WANTED TO "COMMIT
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
The residence of Guy A. Reed, In the present condition of social unrest
000 pesetas as Indemnity for the loss
AND MADE REASON."
in the United States and a remedy
Artesla, was burned to the ground.
of their father.
Westers Newspaper Union News service,
A new M. E. church will be erected therefor. Mr. Reed wired the govern
Four children lost their lives In a
or on Deo. 31 for his views on this
ABOUT THE WAR
fire which destroyed the east wing of at Demlng. It will be of the Mission
Important subject and the executive Western Newipeper Union News Service.
British casualties reported during the Catholic general hospital in Water style and cost $7,000.
Camp Funston, Kan., Jan. 14. With
on Jan. 2, as follows:
replied
the week ending Jan. 7 totaled 18,998 street at Ottawa, Ont., with a property
P. W. Turner has offered a large
2. President the finding of the body of Capt. Lewis
Jan.
N.
"Santa
Fe,
M.,
Twenty-seveWilsum it World's Champion Jest
British, two Italian damage amounting to $100,000.
of Mediation Commission, Department B. Whlsler of Salina, Kan., In his tiny
and one French ship were sunk durPresident Wilson's statement of lard would fight at Demlng.
of Labor, Washington, D. C: "Reply office at the National Army cantoning the past week.
peace terms has been received in the
Rev. J. B. Bell, of Demlng, per ing to your telegraphic request for ment here, the mystery which had surGermans attempted raids against allied countries with singular enthunl formed nine wedding ceremonies my opinion as to the cause of the rounded the looting of the Army bank
British trenches south of Armentleres asm, although a flat refusal to con Christmas week six in one day.
present social unrest and the sugges- and the subsequent murder of four
but were repulsed.
aider the offer is expected from Ger
James Dickinson, deputy sheriff at tion of a remedy therefor. The cares men and serious wounding of a fifth,
many.
The French General Llse, command
Hanover, was shot In the back and of this world and the deceitfulness of is believed to have-beecleared up.
Ing the artillery on the Italian front,
Germany was never in such danger almost instantly killed at Hanover.
riches choke the truth. As to a rem The murders were committed with a
has been killed In action.
of collapse from internal and external
A contract has been awarded for edy for it, I' am of the opinion that hand ax. Captain Whisler killed himBritish patrols at several places difficulties as at present, says the cor- the erection of a new $2,800 Seventh some higher power must either thrust self, firing two shots from a regulaforced crossings of the Plave river respondent in Germany of the Amster- Day Adventist church at Albuquerque, or lead us closer back to earth and tion army service rifle Into his head.
The first bullet glanced downward
day Tljd, in an analysis of the exist
against the Teutonic allies.
Governor W. E. Llndsey accepted sky.
ing
through one cheek, but the other went
situation.
respectfully,
"Very
The Germans admit the success of
appointment as a member of the Ad
through and lodged in his brain. The
W. E. LINDSEY,
The House of Lords at London re- visory Board of the
a French attack on a mile front, but
As
suicide followed a general order from
jected
Mexico.
to
New
of
Lord
"Governor
Loreburn's
amendment
claim to have ejected the invaders,
sociation.
headquarters Instructing all captains
following
governor
received
The
the
required
The hospital ship Rewa was torpe the representation of the people bill
County treasurers are not
at the cantonment to report and have
doed and sunk in the Bristol channel by which It was sought to exclude to renew their bonds annually, ac message from Mr. Reed:
finger prints taken.
their
suffrage.
vote
women
from
the
The
"Denver, Colo., Jan. 4. Governor
Jan. 4, while on her way to Gibraltar.
cording to an opinion by Assistant At
According to some officers Whisler
against the amendment was 134 to 69, torney
N.
M.:
W.
Llndsey,
E.
Fe,
Santa
at
General C. A. Hatch, given
Further extension of the submarine
Winston Spencer Churchill, British the request of State Traveling Auditor While we shall have a great number obtained between $65,000 and $80,000.
barred zone Is announced in a wire
A note was left by the army offiof replies to our request for opinions
less statement sent out by the Ger minister of munitions, addressing the A. O. Whittler.
cer, addressed to a woman whose
present
social
cause
to
of
as
the
the
in
American
Club
London
Luncheon
man government.
Stockholders of the Phelps-Dodgunrest and the suggestions for a rem name the authorities so far have de
made a powerful appeal for the send'
Corporation last year received 60
divulge. The note said:
Since the beginning of the war 215 ing of
American soldiers to Europe cents per share less In dividends than edy therefor, I take this occasion to clined to
"I bave been thinking of commit
Danish ships with a total tonnage of quickly
you that I think that no one could
tell
in as large numbers as
and
the previous year, the total dividends possibly
224,000 bave been sunk and 234 Danes
possible.
have put his reply in a more ting suicide for a long time but I
amounting to $32 per share, as against
have been killed.
concise and truthful way than you have never had a good reason. YesUnprecedented temperatures
for $32.60 per share in 1916.
British aeroplanes on the Italian Sweden are reported
have done. I offer you sincere thanks. terday I went out and made myself a
at various
reason."
Secretary of State Robert Lansing
front attacked a squadron of seven places in
"VERNER Z. REED,
the North. Some of the has sent to Governor Llndsey for pre
The room In which Captain Whis- hostile machines and brought down lowest figures are 70.6 degrees
Mediation
President's
of
"Member
below sentation to the Legislature a copy of
ler's body was found was smeared
four of them, the London war office zero,
Commission."
Fahrenheit, at Asele; 67 below the resolution recently adopted by
with blood spots. Two
announced.
Mr. Reed, in his original message, towels were found
at Coerfors and 63.4 below at Hog Congress providing for the submission
in the room and
persons
replies
Several trench raiding, operations dalsjoe.
of
the
stated that the
the table was spotted with gore.
prohibition.
'
of, nation-widhave been carried out on the western
asked for opinions regarding the
The central powers have withdrawn
Army officials Saturday declined to
The abolition as far as possible of causes for social unrest, consisting for
front by the French In the Argonne their peace terms made public at the
say whether any of the money which
urged
tape
technicality
is
and
red
and
leading
Vosges
officials
forest and
mountain sectors in
conference, on Dec. 25, upon the local exemption boards in a the most part of
the robber is supposed to have obstates,
which German prisoners were taken
it was announced by Dr. von Kuehl- telegram to Adjutant General James deep thinkers of the various
tained was found In Captain Whisler's
The American steamship Harry mann, the German foreign secretary, Baca by Provost Marshal General would be presented personally to the room.
permanPresident and placed in the
Luckenbach wag torpedoed and sunk in his speech at the
con Crowder.
Wornall identified Captain Whisler
ent archives of the department of la as the man who committed the mur
with loss of life, according to word re ference with the Russians.
Lodge No. 413 installed bor. Friends of Governor Llndsey are
City
Silver
ceived by the owner of the vessel in
In a speech before his departure
Elks' disposed to congratulate him upon his ders, it was announced by Army offi
New York. Eight of the crew are from Petrograd Premier Lenlne said: a beautiful service flag in the
cials, who said his identification
Club rooms. The flag contains fifty apt answer, which found appreciation
missing.
"I fear we shall have to stop the de- stars, one for each member of the lo In the President's Mediation Com would be taken as conclusive and that
the case would be regarded as closed.
The London War Office has Issued mobilization and prepare for war. If cal lodge who is now engaged in mil- mission.
Captain Whisler's former wife, from
a summary of the British captures and Germany and her allies do not accept itary service.
whom he was divorced about a year
losses in the war during 1917. The our conditions of peace, we will deCharles Thacker, Jr., of Raton, af
Warmest December In Years.
ago, and a son, Duane, 14 years old, re
total captures on all fronts numbered clare a revolutionary war on them."
ter slightly more than a monthjg serv
warmest
December
side in Salina, Kan. His parents live
Fe.
The
Santa
114,644 prisoners and 7S1 guns. The
The Social Revolutionists at Petro
losses numbered 28,379 prisoners and grad are planning to hold a conven ice In the U. S. Army, died at Fort and also one of the sunniest in seven at Goodland, Kan.
Leavenworth. Thacker Joined the En
Captain Whisler fought in the Span
official record for
166 guns.
tion of peasants' deputies and other gineering Department on Nov. 29. He teen years, it the
past, the weather bu
war and later saw conmonth
the
Just
Notwithstanding the deep snow on organizations In connection with the had been employed In the Raton and
reau announcing that the average siderable service in the Phillipplnes.
Workmen's and Soldiers' Denver postoffices.
the northern Italian front the Italian
temperature for the month was 38
guns have been active near Cavazuc-churina- Congress on Jan. 21. An effort will
degrees.
TURKS BREAK RUSSIAN TRUCE.
in
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Claims
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be made to form a federation of Rus
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for District
exemption
board
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republics,
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including
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trenches and fore
Sinks Transport and End of
Roberts Named for West Point
Ing the enemy to evacuate them. The Siberia, the Don territory, and the No. 1 from all parts of the state. The
Parley Is 8een.
give
to
every
making
effort
board
is
Santa Fe. Alfred S. Roberts, son of
Italian machine guns worked havoc Caucasus.
14. The Daily News
London,
Jan.
so
to
proper consideration
each,
that Justice C. J. Roberts, of the New Mexamong the enemy as they endeavored SPORT
correspondent at Petrograd sends the
all men registered for military serv- ico Supreme Court, has been desigto retire.
"The final rupture of neEddie Clcotte, star pitcher for the ice will be given the fairest possible nated by Governor Llndsey for ap- following:
may be exgotiations
at
Chicago
thai
Americans,
announced
WESTERN
treatment.
pointment to the United States Mili- pected at any moment, if, as seems
The Mississippi valley, from the be has signed his 1918 contract.
New Mexico has 1,694 men serving tary Academy at West Point .
probable, the German militarists con
great lakes to the gulf of Mexico, and
Jack Dillon and Homer Smith, Mich as volunteers in the Regular Army,
to impose their policy on their
tinue
west to the Rocky mountains, was lgan heavyweight, have been matched the National Army and the Navy, acSale of Eastern R. R. on Feb. S.
delegates." The correspondent says a
stormswept and In the grip of a cold to box ten rounds at Fort Wayne, Ind. cording to Major Webb, assistant ad
Santa Fe. Special Master Lorln C. dispatch from Kuban reports that the
wave Jan. 11.
Miss Katherine Haywood, Philadel
jutant general, who has just returned Collins has set Feb. 6 as the date for Turks have broken thé armistice by
Governor Lowden tried to sample phia billiard star, defeated Melville from El Paso where he went some the sale of the New Mexico and Al landing 20,000 troops between Trebi- 11 of the 322 war recipes
at the patri Flynn, 200 to 63, In her first appear time ago for the purpose of securing buquerque Eastern, government con zond and Lize and that a submarine
v;
enlistment data. .
otic food show in Chicago, but had ance at Chicago,
trol not affecting ownership of bonds, has sunk a Russian transport. The
to give it up after progressing as far
Dally Mall's Petrograd correspondent
Alfred De Oro, the world champion
In the death of William H. Kerr, stocks or other securities involved.
as whale potple.
reports that rioting has been going on
bllllardlst, won the first Santa Fe lost one of its pioneers, New
The
The Impending Increase of barber block In the championship match with Mexico one of its most prominent colfor several days at Sebastopol
Distributing First Assets of Bank.
prices In Chicago has no terrors for Charles Otis of Brooklyn by one point ored men, and the racing circles a
Santa Fe. Charles B. Morrill, re-- date of the trouble is' not specifically
i
Fred Zahnie. He has registered a vow at Havana, Cuba.
race horse man who enjoyed the reiver of the PeODle's Savings bank of stated. '
Apparently the rioting was started
to leave his chin unshaved until the GENERAL
unique distinction of putting the Sliver City is making his first distri
greatest jockey. Tod Sloane, bution of assets, amounting to $8,000 by the crew of a torpedo boat; who
Kaiser Is shot.
Two bandits held up the Bank of world's
arrested their officers and shot them.
or 15 per cent, of the claims.
Chief John L. Butler of Los Angeles Knapp, at Knapp, Wis., and escaped on his first race horse.The sailors then made wholesale arwrites that he arrested Ernest E. with $3,200.
The State Bank of Springer has re
rests, and many lynchings followed.
of the corpora
approval
Woll for robbing a jewelry store at
Live
the
on
Stock.
Valuations
ceived
Fixed
Mrs. William K. Dick of New York,
Sixty-twofficers were killed, includ600 Spring street, Los Angeles, and
commission for the increasing of
tion
livestock
Mexico
New
Fe.
Santa
Astor,
wife
formerly Mrs. John Jacob
Admiral Novitski and three
ing
Vice
that Woll has confessed to three Den of CoL Astor, who perished when the its capital from $25,000 to $50,000.
valthe
interested
in
much
are
men
,
..
ver robberies.
The government has granted a pen uation placed on livestock for the other admirals. .
Titanic was sunk at sea, is a patient
to
David
$35
Mrs.
a
of
month
sion
C. F. von Petersdorff, city engineer at
year
State
by
present
Arizona
the
a Baltimore hospital.
M. White, of Santa Fe, and an addiMidwinter Quiet on Battlefields.
which announces
of Tucson. Ariz., in his vouth a lieu
Tax Commission,
May Hicks, one of the women
Etta
tional allowance of $10 a month for that range cattle are to be rated at
tenant in the German army and later
London,
Jan. 14. Midwinter quiet
charged with the murder of the child, each of her two children, because of
a major In the Third brigade National Alice Bradshaw,
at $35," milch cows on the part of the infantry continues
$27,
on July 5, 1917, was
the death of Mr.' White from infec
$6, to prevail on the various battle fronts.
guard of California from 1897 to 1899,
to from seven to twenty tion while sanitary inspector for the at $40 to $100, sheep $7.60, swine
was arrested at Tucson on a federal sentenced
$4. range horset $20, work and The artillery has been active in some
coats
years Imprisonment at St. Johnsburg, U. S. Health Service at El Paso.
charge, it Is reported, of conspiring
saddle horses and mules $40 to $100, sectors, notably north of Verdun,
Vt.
to set on foot an armed expedition
Officials and others In Santa Fe are buuros $5, jacks $100, automobiles at where the firing was reported heavy
de Saulles, recently
. Mrs. 'Blanca
against a friendly nation.
much interested In the report that dealers' price with twenty per cent, between Beaumont and Bezonvaux.
acquitted of the killing of John L. de Lieut. J. W. Spalding, alleged to have reduction for first year and thirty per
The British carried out a raid east of
WASHINGTON
Saulles, left Roslyn, N. Y., for Califor
Loos and captured a few prisoners.
been mixed upwlth a German spy, cent, for second year.
Officers and employés of the De- nia with her little son, Jack. Her Baroness lona Wilhelma Sutton Zoll- - mining claims are assessed at $750 The British navy lost a war vessel
partment of Justice were urged by At country home is now closed for the ner, is a New Mexico boy, designated per claim.
when the destroyer Racoon ran on
torney General Gregory in a notice winter.
two and a half years ago to Annapolis
the rocks off the north Irish coast and
posted in all offices not to leave the
Governor Marcus H. Holcomb has and asked to resign from the Naval
10,000 Soldiers Barbecue Guests
sank with all hands.
government service for private em- refused to call a special session of Academy in Februa-- y of last year.
Doming. Ten thousand soldiers at
ployment, even at a higher salary, un- the General Assembly to consider the
Armistice With Teutons Extended.
Approval has been given by State Camp Cody were guests at a New
til the war emergency Is past.
prohibition amendment adopted by Engineer James A. French to the ap
London, Jan. 14. Leon Trotzky, the
Year barbecue of the Demlng War
The officers and crew of the des- Congress, It was announced, at' Hart plication of Alphonse Dockweller, Levi Service Board. The barbecue was Bolshevik foreign minister, proposed
troyer Jacob Jones, sunk by a German ford, Conn.
A. Hughes and Arthur Seligman for held at a local amusement park and at the peace negotiations that the
Copper producers In New York re the use of 2,745 acre feet of water the soldiers were seated at tables present armistice between Russia and
submarine on the afternoon of Dec.
4, knew their Impending
fate, but ceived word from Washington that an from the Rio Galisteo, delivered on stretched for a distance of one and Germany be prolonged for another
were unable to avert It. This was agreement had been reached with the land' near Kennedy. It Is proposed to
miles, the- - soldiers from month, according to an Exchange
disclosed in the report of Lieut. federal authorities for the fixing of irrigate 915 acres, and to construct Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota and Telegraph dispatch from Petrograd.
Comdr. David Worth Bagley to the the price of copper at 23
cents a a somewhat elaborate Irrigation sys Minnesota being grouped according to The central powers accepted the proNavy Department.
pound for the next four months.
tem.
states.posal.
Regulation of the issue of practicalMark L. Requa of Oakland, Cal.,
That a Frontier Day, or Round Up,
ly all private securities soon will be was appointed head of the newly matching In attractions and in attendLegislator "Elopes" to Join Army.
Worst Blizzard In Fifty Years.
proposed by the government
Chicago, Jan. 14. From the Rocky
formed oil division of the fuel admin ance the annual Wild West gatherings
Clayton. Senator G. C. Smith of
New York City Is in serious danger istration which will handle governat Cheyenne, Tucumcarl, Las Vegas, Union county, reached El Paso and im Mountains to the Alleghenles and
f an explosion similar to the Halifax ment control of oil. The first work and other points, could be held in mediately took oath to serve Uncle from the Gulf of Mexico to Hudson
catastrophe, according to Senator will be an investigation of the entire Clayton each year, is the opinion of Sam as a private In the photographic bay, the most terrible storm in more
Calder of New York.
petroleum situation.
H. H. Errett and A. McCune.
branch. Smith, who was elected state than fifty years Saturday and Sunday
An omnibus private pension bill,
Louis D. Brandéis of Boston, asso
Falling from an El Paso and South senator at the last state election, has paralyzed transportation and cut off
providing for 300 cases reported by ciate justice of the Supreme Court of western train near Carrkozo, George aspired to service for many months. entire cities and states from communithe pensions committee as especially the United States, and Franklin D. Owens, of Muscatine, Iowa, and bound Falling to gain his wife's consent to cation with the outside world.
deserving, was passed by the House.
Lane, secretary of the interior, have with his artillery regiment for the enlist he took matters in bis "bwn
Idaho 8enator Dies at Capital.
The United States Emergency Fleet been recommended by representatives East to sail for France, had his right hands and "eloped." He turned his
Washington.
Corporation will turn out 6,000,000 of the four big railroad brotherhoods arm cut off and therefore will miss business over to a friend and is said
Senator James H.
tons during 1918, according to Admin- as members of the new Labor Wage the opportunity to get into the to have mailed his wife a deed to Brady of Idaho died at his home here
istrator Hurley of the Shipping Board. Board.
considerable property before leaving. from heart disease.
trenches.
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There's little peace when your kidneys are weak and while at first there
may be nothing more serious than dull
backache, sharp, stabbing pains, headaches, dizzy spells and kidney irregularities, you must act quickly to avoid
the more eerioui trouble, dropsy, gravel,
heart disease, lirigbt's disease. Use
Doan't Kidney' Pills, the remedy that
ii so warmly recommended everywhere
by grateful users.
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A Colorado Case
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Charlea E. Monroe, m Cleveland
Ave.,
Loveland,
says: "I
Colo.,
had sharp twinges
in nir back and
was luid up. My
back gava out
easily and It Was
out of the question (or ma to
oop. As soon as
ft used
', V
It
Doan'i
Kidney Pills, I
1- - Mltrll
ot re,lef ná 1
K
1 I' 'U
continued taking
tnem unt'I 1 M
' Z
cured. I believe
they will cure others and I am only
too glad to recommend them."
CetDoan'eat Any Store, Oe a Bo

C3W
,.
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i
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DOAN'S
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URN CO. BUFFALO, N Y.
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Strictly According to Law.
Mr. J. J. Hlssey, In his book, "The
Rond to the Inn," tells the following
story:
A parson was quietly seated In, his
study when one of his male parish"-loner- s
was shown In to him, carrying
a bnby.

'

"Parson," he says, "as the law tells I
h
of all I promust give you
duce, here's my tenth child," and without another word the man placed the
bnby on the astonished parson's knee
and departed.
y-one-tent-

'

Piles Cored In to 14 Deye
monev If PAZO OlNTiTBHT fell
In cure Itching, Blind, Blefdlngor Protruding Piles.
s'mtappUoauua sites reUef. Wo.
,

Drnrrl'ts refund

Accounting for It
"What mokes the old fellow over
there such a croker?" "He told me he
had a frog In his throat."

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully everv bottle hf
(jAbxuiUA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it
PoQrfl tha
signature of Ls,ASrTSsZ,ZjAr
In Use for Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Cantoris.
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Messengers of Death.
There are about 200 separate anfl
distinct kinds of shells fired from Ger
man guns, and each and every one of
them has been given at least one nickname by the Tommies, according to
Some of them have
London
been given several.
The biggest kind of high explosive
shells, for Instance, are known in
differently as "Dirty Dicks," "Jack
Johnsons." "Coal Boxes," "Flower
Pots," "Crumps," "Black Peters" or
"Whistling Willies."
The smaller kind are "Black Marias" and "Woolly Bears," according to
whether the smoke they emit when
bursting is black, or white with a yelTit-Bit-

u M lowish tinge.
High explosive shrapnel and trench
mortar shells are respectively "whizz-bangand
from their
habit of giving pnly those warnings of
their approach. "Archibalds" are antiOrdinary shrapnel
aircraft shells.

s"

,"

projectiles are "Little Willies."

.

A Girl's Denial. '.'
"Mary, Johnny tells nie that when
he went into the dining room last night
he saw Mr. Bliff with bis arms round
,.
your waist."
"What a story, mammal Why, thé
gas was out."

''

,

,

"Jane, Is my wife going out?" "Tes,
sir." "Do you know if I am going
with her?'' ,
In the game of life
pends On a good deal,
nwwiV

ii

r.e?

'

--

i KviillH'ii'1'""""'

ft good deal dev

'IImiasm.
nialf"iifcjw fi
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meres- "Body"
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Postum
and "snap

to its

taste.

Try a cup and
notice the charming
flavor and substantial character of this

table beverage.

one-fourt- h

-

Postum is a true
"man's" drink, and
women and children
delight in

,

it

"There' a Reason
for POSTUM
,

,

Sold by Grocers
Everywhere!

i
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This striking figure was still further Improved on the occasion of the
recent battle In which the French
wrested from the Germans the fort
of Malmalson and caused them to
evacuate the Chemln des Dames after
throwing awaj hundreds of thousands of the crown prince's best
troops In the effort to retain It. The
French surgeons' reports after the
conclusion of the fighting and the
treatment of all the wounded show
thut 00 men out of every 100 brought
to the hospital recovered from their
hurts.
Speed Important Factor.
Speed in collecting the wounded Is
the greatest factor In bringing about
this progress.
Americans have had much to do
with the speeding up of the ambulance service, for their ambulances
have been present at every point
where fighting has been severe, and
their work has been highly praised
by the army commanders. Americans
have done much in providing hospital
accommodation near the front as well
as at the bases.
One Instance of American effort In
providing for the accommodation end
treatment of the wounded is that
under the management of Miss Kathleen Park of New York, at her chateau of Annel. There she has worked
almost since the very beginning of
the war. When the battle for the
fort of Malmnlson was In progress
the hospital dealt with a considerable
number of wounded, who were first
bandaged on the battlefield and then
brought down the River Alsne on
board a barge fitted up as a floating

on Battlefield.

POLI THROUGH

NINE-TENT-

of Losses Among the
Wounded Striking Tribute to the
Speed
Skill of Surgeon
Important Factor.

Percentage

'

to the hospitals amounted

brought
to 88.

Incredible Feats Performed Every
Day in Treating Soldiers

French Front. Almost Incredible
feats have been and are being accomplished every day of the war by the
surgeons who treat soldiers wounded
on the battlefield. These remarkable
feats havo Increased in frequency, as
the stricken men are more quickly
gathered In by the ambulances and
brought to the field hospitals for surgical Intervention.
At the beginning of the war It was
not always possible to clear up a battlefield of the casualties In less than
three or four days, and on many occasions wounded men watted even longer before their Injuries could be handled.
The result of this was that large
numbers of the wounded succumbed
from gangrene or blood poisoning, or
were rendered so feeble from loss of
blood that they were unable to undergo operations that were vitally necessary. It was at that time regarded
as a satisfactory result when 00 per
cent of the wounded brought Into the
hospitals recovered eventually from
the Injuries. '
hospital.
I

Nine-Tenth-

Are Saved.

s

Miss Park has working with her In
conjunction with the French military
surgeons a number of American physicians, who all participated In the
handling of the French wounded durAlso,
ing the battle of Malmalson.
she has with her several American
trained nurses and helpers.
Among the doctors Is George de
Tarnovsky of Chicago.

'

This percentage of losses among
the wounded men would at present
be regarded with horror by the military surgeons, who now reckon with
perfect assurance on saving about
s
of the wounded men coming under their treatment. During
the battle of Flanders the percentage
of recoveries among wounded men
nine-tenth-

DOING MUCH TO RESTORE
it-

of France. When the Germans retreated they swept the civilians before
thern. All who were able to work for
them they kept behind their lines ; the
nonproducers that is, the feeble old
people and the small children they
have allowed to return. These are the
refugees, the people we have to help
make homes for and make
Wonderful People.
"They are wonderful too, these old
peopte," Miso Stevenson went on.
"They return to their destroyed homes
worn out with suffering and hordshlps,
but no sooner are they on their beloved
soli again than they seem revitalized,
filled with energy, and the desire to restore all that has been destroyed. They
build onéroom shelters for themselves
from the ruins of their once comfortable homes or else their government
puts up small demountable wooden
houses for them. These we furnish
with everything they need to start
home life anew beds, bedding, chairs,
kitchen utensils, and we supply them
with clothing and foodstuffs. Everything that Is sent to us from America
we give them without cost, but the
stoves and kitchen utensils that we
the
buy In Paris we sell for
cost. They prefer to have it so, and
they pay any way they, choose In
work or vegetables. The first thing
they do when they reach their homes
is to start a garden, and many of them
have been able to support themselves
this way. Others make their living by
washing for the soldiers. These are
all very old people, remember, aged
and
men and women of seventy-fiveven eighty. They walk from villages
miles away to get help from us, and
they wheel great loads of supplies on
wheelbarrows some eight or ten miles
s
over cobble roads.
worked
have
who
people
old
"These
hard and denied themselves all their
lives so they would have a competency
in their old age have to begin life again
with nothing but their stiff old hands
and their courageous hearts. They all
regret now that they didn't have a little more fun out of life when they
were younger, that they had not put
off ease and comfort until their old
age. But they do not complain ; they
Just dig In and work harder than ever
to make a home for the sons and
daughters who may come back at the
end of the war, or at least for the
grandchildren."
two-thir-
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FRANGE

STUDENTS ASK FOR
"HOOVERIZED" MENU

-

Americans Are Doing Wonderful thing approaching normal village life
has been restored to the communities
Reconstruction in Devasunder the care of the American Fund
Unit," Miss Stevenson says. "The
tated Section.
government
UVE

IN

RUDE

BARRACKS

Miss Anne Morgan and Her
Share In Primitive Life While
Carrying on Labors Among
Destitute People.
Miss Margaret Stevenof Miss Anne Morgan In
devastated France, hns Just arrived In
this country with the first direct news
of the reconstruction work already accomplished by this American Fund for
French Wounded unit composed of ten
American women. Miss Stevenson told
of the 27 villages they have partly rehabilitated, of the 5,000 acres of land
they have had cultivated, the hundreds
of refugee families they have clothed,
fed and Installed In houses they have
furnished ; the classes they are running
for children who have run wild since

New York.
son,
er

hundred
students of the
and sixty-fiv- e
University of Georgia have presented a petition to the director
of their "beanery," the
Denmark Hall, asking that
the menu be Hooverlzed In the
latest approved conservation
They ask for one
method.
wheatless day each week, three
dinners each week with only
corn pone served as bread and
other edibles boosted by the food
conservationists. The petition
ends up with this injunction:
"Swat the Kaiser on the bean.
Sign this fellows !" and they did.

.

"Our unit Is militarized and works
directly under the French army,"
Miss Stevenson explained. "Through
the military authorities, Miss Morgan
has obtained valuable aid. Soldiers
on eight-daleave from the trenches
are put, under, her direction, to help
rebuild shattered homes and plow the
d
neglected fields. There are no
men or women left In this part
y

able-bodie-

MAKING

Ga.

Athens,

French
has placed this
unit In charge of the Alsne and Som-m- e
districts, both of which were systematically devastated by the Germans.
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USE OF OLD KID AND LEATHER
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"BARBAROUS

AS

.

SLAVE DRIVERS"
Methods of Exponents of German
"Kultur" in Carrying Out
Deportation Order.
ADD HYPOCRISY TO CRUELTY

Offlcsrs of "Modern Attila" Gave At-titude of England as Excuse for
Repeating in France Atrocities Practiced in Belgium.
,

The count of the German armies
in France was marked with ihe same
brutalities that characterized the occupation of Belgium. Ample proof
has been produced that the entire
proceedings were a deliberate part
of the calculated system of "fright-fulness- ."
In France the German system of
forced labor and deportations, with its
horrors, was the same as In Belgium.
In this article is shown the real identity of German practice In both occupied regions. This can be done from
the official documents and from a summary by Ambassador Gerard. The
harrowing details may be gathered
from the scores of depositions which
accompany the note addressed by the
French government to the governments
of the neutral powers July 25, 1018.
These are on file In the state department, and have also been translated,
along with the official documents, in
"The Deportation of Women and
Girls From Lille." (New York, Doran.)
German Proclamation at Lille.
"The attitude of England makes the
provisioning of the population more
and more difficult.
"To reduce the misery, the German
authorities have recently asked for
nd work In the
volunteers to r
country. This offer has not had the
success that was expected.
"In consequence of this the Inhabitants will be deported by order and
Persons
removed Into the country.
deported will be sent to the Interior
of the occupied territory In France, far
behind the front, where they will be
employed in agricultural labor, and
not on any military work whatever.
By this measure they will be given
the opportunity of providing better
for their subsistence.
"Iu case of necessity, provisions can
be obtained through the German depots. Every person deported will be
allowed to take with him 30 kilograms of baggage (household utensils,
clothes, etc.), which It will b well to
make ready at once.
"I therefore order that no one, until further orders, shall change his
No one may abplace of residence.
sent himself from his declared legal
residence from 0 p. m. to 6 a. m. (German time), unless he Is In possession
of a permit In due form.
"Inasmuch as this Is an Irrevocable
measure, it is in the interest of the
population ltsef to remain calm and
obedient.
"COMMANDANT.
"Lille, April, 1916."
Notice Distributed In Lille.
"All the inhabitants of the houses,
with the exception of children under
fourteen and their mothers, and also
of old people, must prepare themselves
for transportation In an hour and a
half's time.
"An officer will decide definitely
what persons will-- be taken to the
concentration camps. For this purpose all the inhabitants of the house
must assemble in- front of it ; In case
of bad weather they may remain In
the passage. The door of the house
must remain open. All protests will
No Inmate of the house,
be useless.
even those who are not to be transported, may leave the house before
8 a. m. (German time).
"Each person will be permitted to
take 30 kilograms of baggage ; If anyone's baggage exceeds that weight,- it
will all be rejected, without further
Packages must be sep
consideration.
arately made up for each person and
must bear an address legibly written
and firmly affixed. This address must

the beginning of the German occupation, and of the community center they
have established at Blerancourt, In the
heart of the ravaged region.
Live In Rude Barracks.
"We are living in rude wooden barracks built on the ruins of the old
Chateau of Blerancourt," said Miss
"Our barracks are furStevenson.
nished with the same unpainted furniture and plain Iron beds that we
give to the peasants. The heads of
our unit, Jilas Anne Morgan and Miss
Anne Drake, share with us in this
primitive life. They are up at seven
o'clock In the morning, tidy up their
huts, help with ths dishes, and then ' m
AX
irw.wm- - .4
M
are off about their duties, visiting the
refugees, finding out their wants and
helping Install them In temporary
contain the surname and the Christian
shelters. Both Miss Morgan and Miss
The stage women's wár relief committee Is making great numbers of name and the number of the Identity
Dike speak French as well as they do vests for our soldiers out of discarded kid gloves, old leather pillow tops and card.
English, and they have entered deeply library table covers. Two of the members are here shown assorting and
'
Into the lives of the people. Some- - sewing the leather.
(Lille, April, 1916.)
Belgian Address to French President
-
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DECALOGUE

OF

Dr. Anna Shaw Announces One
for Every Woman.
Wartime Commandments Arranged by
the Professor of the University
of 'Turin.
),

New York. Here is the new "Decalogue of War," as announced by Dr.
Anna Shaw:
1. Do not chatter. Keep to yourself
the news you hear, your own impressions and your apprehensions.
2. Do not listen to alarmists, to
slackers, or those who would spread
.discouragement. Silence them.'
3. Be moderate in your spending,
neither lavish in gifts nor sordid In
Let overything in
your economies.
your life, even your dally expenses,
take on at this moment Its true na.
tional Importance.
4.

Encourage

national

may seem better and less costly,
those made at home.,
5. Do not look upon the departure
to the front of those dear to you as an
abandonment. Be with them constantly In thought, as they are with you,
particularly in the hour of danger.
6. Do not complain of the difficulties, annoyances and privations caused
by the war. Think of those who are
dying for their country, and complaint
will halt upon your Hps.
7. Multiply your activities, In your
home as well as outside, thereby rendering yourself useful to your country by the work of your hands, the
warmtli of your heart and the charity
of your intelligence.
8. Exhibit day by day and hour by
hour the same courage a man shows
upon the field of buttle. Instruct the
Ignorant, uphold the feeble, console
those who are stricken; transmit your
own confidence to others.
9. No matter how long the struggle
may last, await victory with strength

WAR they
than

Industries,

avoiding Imported goods, even though

.

hero whose death you mourn.
These wartime commandments were
arranged by the professors of the
University of Turin.

"To

Monsieur

Raymond

Polncare,

President of the French Republic,
Paris.
"Sir: We have the honor to ex
press again our most sincere grati
to you for your most Kind recep
SNOW HELPS IN THE SOUTH tude
tion, a few days ago, of the deputation which went with feelings of legit
Planters Will Reap Benefit of Exten- imate emotion to inform you of the
sion of Snow Line In South
deportation of lads and girls, which
This Winter.
the German authorities have Just car
ried out In the invaded districts.
Memphis, Tenn. Planters will bene- "We have collected some details on
fit to the extent of manv thnnsnnia of the subject from the lips of an honordollars as a result of the snow line able and trustworthy person who sucextending far Into the South thi ti
ceeded In leaving Tourcolng about ten
ter. Agricultural experts contend that
where land is covered with snow during the winter months It Is more pro AMPLE PROOF OF ATROCITIES
ductive the following Bummer. Freezing weather has extended to the Gulf Committee Appointed by the Belgian
coast ana snow una rallen to the depth
Government Collected Facts as
of several inches over most of the
to German War Practices.
Southern states.
In the hope of arousing the symConsul Thomas D. Davis reports pathy and securing the aid of the neufrom Grenoble, France, that the Gren- tral nations, the Belgian government
oble district produced a medium crop appointed a committee to ascertain
and patience.
10. If you are stricken In your dearof walnuts of good quality; that the the facts about German war practices.
est affections, bear your sorrow nobly, yield was slightly reduced by local The evidence collected by the Belgian
that your tears may be worthy of the storms.
commissioners is detailed and explicit,
nd their reports give names, places,
.

'

days ago; we think It our duty to
bring these details to your notice by
reproducing textually the declarations
which have been made to us:
" These deportations began towards
Easter. The Germans announced that
the inhabitants of Roubalx, Tourcolng,
Lille, etc., were going to be transported into French districts where their
provisioning would be easier.'
" 'At night, at about two o'clock in
the morning, a whole district of the
town was invested by the troops of oc
cupation. To each house was distrib
uted a printed notice, of which we give
herein an exact reproduction, preserving the style and spelling.' (See docu
ment, above.)
" 'The inhabitants so warned were to
hold themselves ready to depart an
hour and a half after the distribution J
of the proclamation.
" 'Each family, drawn up outside the
house, was examined by an officer, who
pointed out haphazard the persons who
were to go. No words can express tne
barbarity of this proceeding nor describe the heartrending scenes which
occurred; young men and girls took
hasty farewell of their purents a farewell hurried by the German soldiers
who were executing the infamous task
rejoined the group of those who were
going, and found themselves in the
middle of the street, surrounded by
other soldiers with fixed bayonets.'
"Tears of despair on the part of
parents and children so ruthlessly
separated did not soften the hearts of
the brutal Germuns. Sometimes, howofficer yieldever, a more
ed to too great despair and did not
choose all the persons whom he should
by the terms of his Instructions-ha- ve
kind-hearte- d

separated.'
Herded Like Cattle,
"These girls and lads were token
in street cars to factories, where they
were numbered and labeled like cattle
and grouped to form convoys. In these
factories, they remained 12, 24 or 36
hours until a train was ready to remove them.'
"The deportation began with the
villages of Roncy, Halluln, etc., then
Tourcolng and Roubalx. In the towns
the Germans proceeded by districts.
" 'In all about 30,000 persons ore said
to have been carried off up to the present. This monstrous operation has
taken eight to ten days to accomplish.
"The reason given by the German
authorities Is a humanltarlun (?) one.
They have put forward the following
pretexts: provisioning is going to
break down in the large towns In the
north and their suburbs, whereas in
the Ardennes the feeding Is easy and

cheap.'

"'It is known from the young men
and girls, since sent back to, their
families for reasons of health, that In
the department of the Ardennes the
victims are lodged in a terrible manner, In disgraceful promiscuity; they
are compelled to work In the fields. It
Is unnecessary to say that the Inhabitants of our towns are not trained to
such work. The Germuns pay them
1.50 m. But there are complulnts of

11017 THIS

NERVOUS WOMAN

G0TÜELL
Told by Herself. Her Sin
centy Should Con
vince Others.

I

Christopher, 111. "For four years 1
suffered from Irregularities, weakness.
nervousness,
ana
was in s run down
condition. Two of

Ijppii

our best doctors
failed to do me any
good. I heard so
much about what
LydiaE.I'inkham'8

Vegetable Corn
pound bad done for

others, I tried it
and was cured. I
am no longer nervous, am regular,
and in excellent
health. I believe the Compound will
cure any female trouble." Mrs. ALICS

Heller,

Christopher, IU.
Nervousness is often a symptom of
weakness or soma functional derangement, which may be overcome by this
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, as
thousands of women have found by
experience.
If complications exist write Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co.. Lynn, Mass., for
suggestions in regard to your ailment.
The result of its long experience is
at your service.

Instinct of the Profession.
to his mother,

Accordlne

William,

Just turned four, is a prospective physician. The following conversation recently occurred between them:
"Muvver, may I be two doctors?
"I don't see how you could be, son."
"Muy I have two autobeels?"
"Maybe so."
"May I huve a knife?"
"What do you want with a knife,
son?"
"I want to cut Into folks to see if
they ure sick." Indianapolis News.

IN

ATTACK

USUALLY

OF GRIP
LEAVES KIDNEYS

IN WEAKENED

CONDITION

Doctors in all parta of the country have
been kept busy with the epidemic of grip
which has visited so many homes. The
symptoms of grip this year are often very
distressing and leave the system in a rundown condition, particularly the kidneys
which teem to suffer most, aa almost every
victim complains of lame back and urinary troublea which should not be neglected, ta these danger signals often lead to
dangerous
Druggists
kidney troubles.
report a large aale on Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Roo- t
which so tnany people say
aoon heala and strengthens the kidneya
after an attack of grip. Swamp-Roobeing an herbal compound, has a gentle
healing effect on the kidneys, which ia almost immediately, noticed in most cases
by those who try it. Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., offer to aend a sample size bottle of Swamp-Root- ,
on receipt
of ten cents, to every sufferer who requests it. A trial will convince anyone
who may be in need of it. Regular medium and large size bottles, for aale at
Be sure to mention this
all druggists.
paper. Adv.
t,

Insufficient food.'
"Barbarity of Slave Drivers."
" They were very badly received in
the Ardennes. The Germans had told
the Ardennais that these were "volunteers" who were coming to work, and
the Ardennais proceeded to receive
them with many insults, which only
ceased when the forcible deportation
of which they were the victims became
known.'
According to Evidence.
" 'Feeling ran especially high in our
It's
Mrs. ltllson (sentimentally)
Never has so , iniquitous a
towns.
go 'round.
world
makes
love
the
that
Germeasure been carried out. The
Mr. Bilson (a lawyer) No wonder
mans have shown all the barbarity of
it gets dizzy.
slave drivers.'
" The families so scattered are In
GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
despair and the morale of the whole
population Is gravely affected. Boys
Eas been used for all ailments that
of fourteen, schoolboys in knickerare caused by a disordered stomach
n
bockers, young girls of fifteen to
have been carried off, and the de- and Inactive liver, such as sick headspairing protests of their parents fulled ache, constipation,' sour stomach,
to touch the hearts of the German off- nervous indigestion, fermentation of
food, palpitation of the heart caused by
icers, or rather executioners.'
August Flower
"One last detail: The persons so gases in the stomach.
digestion
regulates
gentle
a
Is
laxative,
to
write home
deported are allowed
once a month ; that is to say, even less both in stomach and intestines, cleans
and sweetens the stomach and alimenoften than military prisoners."
tary canal, stimulates the liver to seenter
into
to
here
not
wish
"We do
crete the bile and impurities from the
inthe question of provisioning in the
vaded districts; others, better quali- blood. Sold in all civilized countries.
ourselves, give you, as we 80 and 90 cent bottles. Adv.
fied
six-te-

than

It is
know, frequent Information.
His Present
enough for us to describe In a few
"Well, wine, today's my birthday."
words the situation from this aspect:
Can I have a
"Oh, goody goody
Entire Population In Misery.
'The provisioning Is very difficult; new hat, dear?" People's Home Jour'
nal.
supplied
by
the
apart
that
food,
from
committee, Is very
The Way of It
scarce and terribly dear. . . . People
"You say he got the drop on you?"
are hungry and the provisioning is in"Yes, he landed on my head In a
adequate by at least a half ; our population Is suffering constant privations parachute."
and is growing noticeably weaker. The
death rate, too, has Increased considYour
At the first indication oí moots 01
erably.
cholerejriTe them
"With all confidence In the sympathy
Ir. Itavld Roberts' .
Calf Cholera Remedy
of the government we venture to adFur soours In cattle, bornes and bogs.
dress a new and pressing appeal to
Used and recommended by tboa
sands of dairymen and stockownera.
your generous kindness and
Reíd the Pracii"l Home Vetennirlii
Influence in the name of those who
ibertlia la Cm
Um4 tur rM bookUt
If mo dealer in Tour town, writ
Buffering
on
behalf
of
whole
the
are
Or. Silla lostriV Tit. Co., 100 Ortss Annus. Wauksiiu, Wit
1

Spanish-America-

n

Watch

country."
"Paris, 15th June,

1916, 3,

rue

Talt-bout-

."

(Signed on behalf of various specified organizations by Toulemonde,
Charles Droulers, Leon Hatine-Dazland Louis Lorthlols.)

and dates. The following Is a summary of the charges made :
civi, "That thousands of unoffending
lians, Including women and children,
were murdered by the Germans.
women had been outraged.
of the German soldiers immediately on entering a town
was to break into wineshops and the
cellars of private houses and madden
themselves with drink.
That pillage had been accompanied
by wanton destruction and by bestial
and sacrilegious practices."

That

That the custom

Calves

CuticuraSoap
Ideal For Baby's
DATEFITC

r HllslllW

Slái

Waitaoa . Coleman,
Patent Lawrer.Wai.blniloD,
b.ti. Adrloe and books Ire.

Ratas natonabla. HI gil est rein re noes, üeslserrioea,

TnniTATIHG COUGHS
Promptly treat roughs, colds, hoarseness,
bronchitis and similar Inflamed and irritated
conditions oí the throat with a tested remedí
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UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
at Christinn Ohurcn.
presence is necessary.
F, É. IVEYSupt
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IRVIN OGDEN, SP
EDITOR
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matter at the

postoilicc in Roy, New Mexico.
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Thii nation, under God, thai!
have a new birth of freedom,
nd that government of the
people, by the people, for tha
people, shall not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

A

and LIVERY

y

Cars Housed and Cared for
HERE'S

TO

at 7 o'clock.
cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
r

vourdepssli"

tZMtlL'tt

A

WiU have

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr. Chateau,
, Priest in charge,

At Reasonable Rates.

OLD

GLORY, GOD
BLESS HER!

Repair Work

If anyone attempts to haul down
the American flag, shoot him on the
epot
John A. Dix.

TsoT

Davenport Bro's, proprietors
ROY,
NewMex.

f

Methodist Episcopal Church

BEES HAVE HONEY BECAUSE THEY ARE WISE AND
MONEY BY. JOINING OUR
YOU CAN HAVE
SAVE.
CHRISTMAS BANKING CLUB. SO CAN YOUR CHILDREN.
2 CENTS, OR 1 CENT IS ALL YO U
10 CENTS, 5 CENTS.
YOU INCREASE YOUR DEPOSIT
NEED TO START WITH.
WEEK.
THIS
AMOUNT
SAME
THE
IN 50 WEEKS;
$127.60
63.75
25.E0
12.75
OR, YOU CAN MAKE THE LARGEST PAYMENT
DECREASE YOUR PAYMENTS EACH WEEK.

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
3rd Sunday
Church

CLUB PAYS
CLUB PAYS
CLUB PAYS
CLUB PAYS

Last week the Las Vegas Optic
had a lonp; story the gist of
which was that the drafted men
from this end of the county were
all claiming their presence was
necessary here to raise wheat,
beans and other necessities
of life, rather than leave their
families and go to the training
camps and trenches. It wasn't
really complimentary in its presentation altho it may have had
some truth in it.
This week the Santa Fe New
Mexican reports that 80 per cent
of San Miguel County's drafted
men are claiming
exemption
pleading "Dependent Relatives"
To us it looks like a man who
.
nas proven that he can and has
raised wheat, Leans or meat
enough to feed a regiment for six
months eyery year might be a
good man to leave at home to
produce the necessities of life for
a nation and arms where
"
the masses is demanded
and if it did allow him to remain
with his wife and babies while
serving his country in an essential
production that should' not be
.classed as, a crime,
Any way, we had rather have
our young men claiming exemption on Industrial Grounds than
on dependents or lack of physical
fitness.
And we still maintain that a
man who produces 5,000 bushels
of ''wheat and markets it or its
equivalent in other food' stuffs is
too valuable a manto be sent to

What YOU Can Do!

"

21--

27.

Fooled Wild Beasts.
Stanley, the explorer, found the
Africans knew the art of camouflage mi had practiced it for hundreds
of years. He adopted some of the
the blacks and his bans of
methods
natif game were remarkable. The anitive Africans donned the skins of
máis with horns, head and all, when
hunting. Denizens of the Jungle often
were fooleU Into standing their ground
when the black hunters attired In
skins approached.

it

A Huge Shadow.

Slindows. naturally enough lire of
can imagino
Tiirlous sizes, and-onshad-ow- n
that mountains throjv very large peak
It Is said that the
Indeed.
of Teneriffe, on the largest of the
Canary islands, throws such a huge
fiO
shadow that It stretches as far as
overpartly
water,
the
across
miles
lapping some of the other Islands.
Christian Science Monitor.
N
e

' Hot Water

Drinking.

stomach cleansing treatment Is
often just as Important as n rest for
A

the orgmi, savs Win. Kastman in Physical Culture. The best ordinary method of stomach cleansing Is the drink
lug of ii coaslilernhle amount of hot
vater. Not too hot. Just hot enough
so that you can drink It with fair rapidity and take a considerable. amount
Into the stomach in u short time. If
you will drink a cup of hot water every live minutes until two quarts or
mnre have been consumed, the result
will he unfailing

AND

FOR

j

It telb you what foods we must save to provision
ourselves and our allies; it tells how we can stretch
without
pur supplies so everyone will have enough
any hurt to your health or your strength.
Your Government does not ask you to give up
three squr.re meals a day - - or even one.' All it asks
is that you eat less of the foods we need to keep the
armies going and eat all you want of the other things
that we have in plenty.

o

Eat plenty

keep up your strength and your vim
"to help win the war. You have dedicated to the Nation everything that you have; you are asked now to
give up - - just some habits of the kitchen and table.

75C each, Enquire

We must save SUGAR, use every drop of MILK,
and - - we must learn to FOLLOW DIRECTIONS.

We have all kinds of food in conformity
with instructions of the U. S. Food Administration such as Corn, Corn flakes, Ot Meal,
Corn Meal, Potatoes etc. etc.
In place of one slice of Bread eat one more
Potato a day.

at

Depend on Her.

Cook "You can depend upon 111c,
mum ; I've got some friends of nio owe
comin' 1"

The Plumlee

!

j

HOSPITAL
ROY, NewMex.

Attention ! !
We will have on sale a lim

ited quantity of

Pencil Tablets
Of the most exceptional value

"Guarantee Tablets"
8X10, Ruled, 120 Pages,
At 5 cents each
NO MORE THAN FIVE

'To any one Person

Come EARLY if you want
A BARGAIN.

Floersheim
Mercantile Co.
'The

one-Pric- e

ii.

1

j

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

Land-Seeker-

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

s

3,

p.m.

this the right place.

1

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W.

Hrarn. Pastor.

LODGE DIRECTORY

Prefers Chamberlain's

with SLEEPING PORCHES,
Separate from the Main Building
Tubercular Patients.
Those wanting Cottage rooms
Uhould engage them in advance
as these Cottages are occupied as
fast as we can build and equip
them.

O.A. SALE.B.S. M.D. Ass't Physician
KRMA HALL, - Superintendent.

conversation
"In the course of
I. O. O. F.
with Chambealain Medicine Co.'s repLODGE 45
HOMESTEAD
occasion
had
we
to
today,
resentative
discuss in a general way the merits of
Meets at its own Hall
their different preparations. At his
Every Wednesday
suggestion I take pleasure in express
Evening
ing my estimation of Chamberlain's
always welYisiting
Brothers
I have a family of
Cough Remedy.
six children and have used this reme- come.
dy in my home for years. I consider
R. C. Grunig, N. G.
it the only cough remedy on. the marG. Johnson Sec'y.
Wm.
ket, us I have tried nearly all kinds."
Earl C. Ross, Publisher, Hamilton County Republican News, Syracuse.Kan.
Rebekah Degree

"200 bushel ear CORN for
Sale, $1.50 per. bushel at
mile,South of
Liberty School. L.A. Canon
my crib,

Substitute for Fountain
Spring c..ps to ho fastened to an ordinary pen, enabling It to hold 11 considerable (i'iantlry of Ink and to per
fountain peu
form the functions of
have been Invented.

T.-- 2

Dr. H. S. Murdoch, Dentist,
will be at the Kitchell Ho-

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
N. G.
Grace W. Gibbs
Grace V. Ogden Secy.
-

Visiting Sisters welcome

tel in Roy Jan. 21 to 27.

11

Epitome of the Man.
The spoken vord. the vi.'tten. papm.
Is said to lie nn epitome of the imin ;
how much more the done wort.

Soon Over His Cold
Kveryone sqeaks well of ChamberCough Remedy
after having
used it. Mrs. Geo. Lewis, Pittsfield,
N. Y., has this to say regarding it:
"Last winter my little boy, five years
otd, was sick with a cold for two or
three weeks. I doctored him and used
various coujfh medicines but nothing
did iiim much good until I began using
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy He then
improved rapidly and in a few days

C. Ü.

M.

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Will find

We also have new COTTAGES

over his cold."

Solano, 3, P.
Tastor,

ROY

L. A. Nugen, Roy, N. M., RFD

whb

A.M.

CHRISTIAN

Sur-- I

lain's

P.M.

11

Second Sunday in each month.
7.30, P. M.
Services 11 A. M

FOR SALE four fcood Milk Cow.,
Nice, Clean, New Rooms and all Kivinz milk, one fresh. They are
all extra good ones.
,
Good Nursing.

Care for both Medical and
gical Cases.

7

BAPTIST

Newly Built and Equipped
j

A.M.

11

L. MATVHMW,

PLEASANT

Cams Plumlee, M.D.
Proprietor and Head Physician.

School Children!

F.radley,
Mosquero,

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Tourists and

:

11 A. M.
7.00 P. M

2nd & 4th Sundays at Liberty,

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

Mistress (to cook) "I linvc pome
friends coming to dinner to!:iy, Mary.
o I wnnt you to do your very best."

- -

America and her Allies must not run out of WHEAT
MEAT, or FATS. If we let that happen, Germany
will win the war.

l3t Sunday at Mosquero,
Bradley,

El Dorado Hotel

S--

Pastor

SERVÍCKS ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

PER CENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.

dozen White
well bred,

SALe:-Tw- o

Christian

a m and 7 :30 p m

W. C. Heaton,

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

This is Your War guide for use in your home.

Dr. Murdoch Dentist,

Jan.

FIRST

3d Sunday,

Everyone must help if we are to win. The soldier
must obep orders or there will be no army. The people must be one or there will be no nation.
So that
we win, all of us must FOLLOW DIRECTIONS.

"Hoov-erizing-

Kitchell Hotel, Roy,

1

jWandotte hens,

....

the front.

WE ADD

at Roy
11

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

OR YOU CAN PAY IN 50 CENTS, $1.00 OR $5.00 OR
50 WEEKS HAVE $25.
MORE EACH WEEK AND IN
LET US TELL YOU.
AND
IN
COME
OR $250.00.

The House of Service"
WAR SERVICE
In the Home

E,

President

Mies LiUJAN Grin Kit,' Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Hoy, N. M., every Sunday even-I- n

f kfl,i! Increaseea.oh week.

'

t

DrFRKES,

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law

Are Your Bowels Clogged
The bowels are the- sewerage system
of the body.-Yocan well ilumine the
result whert they are stopped up as is
the case in constipation, As purgative
you will find Chamberlains Tablets excellent. They are mild ana gentle in
their action. H ey tho improv the
digestion.

NEW MEXICO

ROY

? SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE. '
There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

Ton J. Taylor, jr.. AMrtaeto

Sthonu, County Treasurer

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Col F. O. WHITE
His address is MILLS N. '
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Office. Roy,
New Mexico.

Mora, New Mexico
Complete Index to AH Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

Spanish-America-

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared.-tfurnish Abstracts on these Lands, j

House"

,

WE HAVE A RfCAL 1STATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Al

Hatters entrusted tn
Your

0

with Promptness and Accurjy
Iff siwfully Suiiolted

u disrmtchea

Hntnw

r

V

r

V.

v

.(. V

V

.

orne Place.
Getting
"Selfishness don't git you nowhere,"
said Unele Kben. "N m;m lat makc.i
do most of his opportunities Is de man
i!:tt linikes de most opportunities for
itus.

lajw

THE SPANISH. AMERICAN,
FOR SALE Good Poland China
boar, coming one year old. One of
the best unregistered hogs on the mesa
Jack Mahoney, Roy, N. M.
Effect of Odors.
la Blalrd Unit Ktrin:: perfumes
linve n power to lnlor.inite nml
raid workers la the perfume
itnT:i irles lire occasionally si niucli
affected ii.i to need int'iUc;il Id.

It

I

t

.LJUL

vSiiL

JLL- -

a

at my Farm
will offer at Public Auction,
1 mile East of ROY, ' N. M.
on

O.A SALE, U.S. M I) , Afs't Surgeon
EKMA HALL, Superintendent

(01 vL
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock A.M.Sharp, The following

property

Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

WJ-NEi- :

NEi-NWi.-

At the Kitchell Hotel.

A too 'on.c!i :ii;,ni hostess rv.n lie n:"
groat a pest as nil ovcrealovs friend."
Delineator.

NOTICE FOR publication
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Ofiico at SintaFe New Mexico

l,

,

The Perfect hosiers.
"It's very i.lmplo: (Vnfort nr.il freedom, i liouulit í ii'.ti:
wlilioüt tyranny.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

December 18, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Fred M".
Dec. 24. 1917
Deitz of Mosquero, Union county, New
Notice is hereby given that Ira Earl
Mexico, who, on December 19, 1914,
who
Mills Ne'T Mexico
of
on made Homestead Entry, No. 019043,
Nov. 71911
for the NWli Section 15, Twp. 19N.,
made HE No. 022108
Range 28E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
for
Three Year Proof to establish claim
Suction 21
Township 21 N. Mange 21 E, N. M. P. to the land above described, beforo
V. II. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
tomake threo Year Proof, to establish 18th day of February, 1918.
claim to the land above described, beClaimant names as witnesses:
fore F. II. Foster U S Commissioner
C.
Grover
Hamilton, Robert P.
at Roy N. M. on Feb. 9 1918.
Moore, and Ralph Hazcn of Mosquero,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Union County, N. M.; and Tony J.
C. W.Datdela
Alvin Lutk
Heimann of Albert, Union county, New
C.C. Till
C. D. Horn
Mexico.
y

'

Dr. II. S. Murdoch, Deutist,
will be in Roy Jan. 21 to 27.

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.

to-w- it

2--

THE PLUMLEE HOSPITAL
CARUS PLUMLEE,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Chief Surgeon

Department of the Interior U. S. Land

We Guarantee Optical Work to
Give Perfect Satisfaction.

All work of this kind, is strictly
CASH
I can loan you money on your
final receipt a3 easy as on your
patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need norbear but
Come in and
6 percent interest.
let us talk to you about your
loan.
J. E. Wildman, Loan and Insurance Agency. Office at residence north end Chicosa St,
Rov. N. M.

gChoice Ranches and Farms
Let us
for Sale near Roy.
Show them to yon.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
N.M.
Roy,
NOTICE FOS. IUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oflice at Clayton. New Mexico,
t) c. 14,

Ü1T

hereby given that Mrs I'elle
Merry of Mosq ieroN. M. whjon Dee.
' OlwL07 for
17 l'.'l 4 made HE No.
Notice

9
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A Good Fat Hog
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and S anaers Tractor low
--

HOus ehold Goods

Claimant nanu as witnesses:
Candido Trujillo
Edward Hubhler
Frank J. Smith
Alfred H McUlothün
s

One Range Stove, good as new, Bedsteads, Chairs,
200-egIncuHousehold and Kitchen Furniture.
bator, Old Trusty, Gasoline Stove 3 burners.
g

Making Nails.
An excellent Illustration of the difference between old aad new methods
For4s the ordinary common nail.
merly the metal was eut Into strips nni!
then forged Into .shape with hammers,
and nn expert took nbou: one minute
nd a half for each nali. Today they
are made of steel and nre lighter
And stronger. Strips arc cut with
steam shears and fed Into automata
One man tends three ma
chines, dropping n nail every second

-

And other articles too numerous to mention

Terms
A credit of 9 months will be given on all sums over $10. Purchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, without interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear interest at
the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid. 10 percent discount for cash on sums over
Sums under $10.00 Cash in hand. No property to be removed until settled for
$10.00.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
December

18, 1917

Notice is hereby given that Grover
Hamilton, of Mosquero, Union county, New Mexico, who, on September
16, 1914, made Homestead Entry, Ser.
No. 018488, for the SWVi, Sec. 11,
Twp. 19N., Rng. 28E., N. M. P. M.,
has filed notice of intention to make
C.

Final Three Year Proof to estahlish

Claimant names as witnesses:
Fred M. Deitz, Robert F. Moore, and
Ralph Hazen all of Mosquero, Union
county, N. M., and Tony J. Heimann,
of Albert, Union county, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Waterproofing Concrete.
To stop leakage through concrete,
such as tunnel walls, clean the walls
thoroughly and paint with a solution
consisting of eight and
pounds of zlne sulphate dissolved In
a gallon of water. The zinc sulphate
will act on the lime in the cement,
forming insoluble calcium sulphate and
line hydroxide, which fill up the pores
111 the concrete.

Commissioner at Rov, N. M., on tht
20th day of Feb. 1918.
Benjamin F. Brown
Alex Singhiser,
Francisquita Archuleta Jacinto Ualindre

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ail of Mosquero New Mexico
PAZ

VALVERDE,

three-quart-

l

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Wm.G. JOHNSON,

Clerk.

Department of the Interior, U. S.'Land
O.Tioe Clayton New Mexico.
Jan. 14, 19H
NOTICE is hereby jriven that Fran- Heir and for heirs of
cisquita,
Vlbino Archuleta Defeated -of Mosfuero New Mexico, Who oc
July 1.3 1914. made II. E. No. 018U5for

18, 184!).
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Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Sprinstir.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points. .
ServiceExchange,
Efficient
City
Roy
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

No bid on the above described tracts
of land will be accepted for les than
flO.OO per acre, which is the appraised
value thereof and in adilition thereeo
the successful bidder must pay for the
inprovemenU.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The absve sale of lands will be sub-

ject to the following terms and conditions, viz: the successful bidder must
pay to the Commissioner
of Publio
Lands, or his agent holding such sale,
of the pried offered by
him for the land, four percent interest
in advance for the balance of such
purchase price, the fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs incident
al to the sale herein and each and a 1
of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time
of sale and which said amounts and all
of them are sui.ject to forfeiture to the
Slate of New Mexico if the successful
bidder does not execute a contract
within thirty days after it hrs been
mai'ed to him by tire State Land Office
said contract to provide that the pur
chaser may at his option make payments of not less than one thirtieth of
ninety five per cert of the purchase
price at any time after the sale and
prior to the expiration of fliirty years
from the date of the contract and to
provide for the payment of any unpaid
balance at the expiration of thirty
years from the date of the contract
with'interest on deferred payments at
the rate of four per cent per annum
payable in advance on the anniversary
of the date of the contract, partial pay
mprifa tn bp prpfliteil nn tlin Hnni verenrv

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies

Abstracts of U.
Office

v.

Sale No. 948 - SwJ-Sw- i,
Sec. in, T.
2oN., R. 2E., containing 40 acres.
Improvements consist of fencing; value

,!.

t.

Roy Telephone Co.

Sale No. 945 - NJ. SE,
SEJ
SWJ, Sec. 10: T. 20 M, R. 2t',E.f containing 000 acres, Improvements consist of fencing, value $202.50.

SEi-SSec 22
Section 23 Twp 1N. Rng. 28 E N.M.K
Hand Plow Built From Bicycle.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
A farmer in California hud no hand
p')JOlIXJ 04U giulj nonipu
to
make Three Year Proof, to estab
plow, so he proceeded lo Improvise Jivq-oupi! oav4 jo sp.in.wdu pun mima"
lish
claim to the land above describee
K.)3l!.l.tAll
one, says the Popular Selenve MonthD rfW'J
UOllU'
ly. The body of the plow he made du.u .oi.i mujuii diX "apv.il piuonuu before F II. Foster IT. S. Commission
from an old bicycle frame. The bi- mu ojii sriruo.i ippi.iv aoj.t ai) ;imj w at Roy N. M. on Feb. 201918.
was taken off. turned unqi ojoiu ouillJsuo.i hl.imlx.T j.)i u,ii(j
cycle handle-ba- r
Claimant names as witnesses:
backward and set solidly In the frame. ndAa, 'pojodxe s doj, oqj jo inuaj
The wheel was taken from a large eate
umn bs.) uSnoin 'pint
jo .to.)iip Benjamin F. Brown Jacinto Galindre!
Maria Truji lo
Alex Singhiser,
.
valve. The plowshare Is attached to Hid jsoS.nn s,pjoav .)i( s wiijiiq
n(nt,.nf MVt tnin,.
i
the frame by ifU-hol'dojg oij Biujna 3JO
All of Mosquero New Mexico.
ing date of tender.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
The above sale of bind will be sub
ject to valid existing lights, easements
righlsof way and reservations.
The Commissioner of Pub ic Lands or
Not the Best Way.
One way to be up with the lark Is his agent holding such sale reserves
The Roy Drug Store
to keep the lark up all night Boston the right to reject any and all bids
Transcript.
offered at said ssle.
Drugs,
Possession under contraéis of sale
Pure
Chemicals
and
;
'
for the nbove described tracts will be
Patent Medicines
Work and Play.
The body requires a holiday, but the given on or before October 1st, 1918.
..
Perodicals and Stationery
witness my hand and the offieial seal
mind shou'd bo ahvavs nr work.
of the State Land Office, of the State
day
of New Mexico, this Twenty-thir- d
LAND PLATS of a.l kinds
Perfumes and Toilet Articles
of November, 191".
Wj-SW- j,

First Submarine Cable.
The first submarine cable was one
that made communication possible between Calais and Ioulngne, on one
side of the English Channel, and Dover, on the other. This experiment
is commented upon by the London Illustrated News In its Issue for August

Notice is hereby giren that,
pursuant to the provisions ot an act of
Congress, approved June 20th, 1910,
laws of the State of New Mexico and
and the rules and regulations of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner
of Public Lands will olfer at puplic sale
to the highest bidder, at 2 o'lock, P.M.
on Wednesday, February 2Tch, 1918. in
the town of Mora, County of Mora and
State of New Mevico, in front of the
court house therein, the following
tracts of land viz.--

$50. 00.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Jan. 11, 1919
Noiice is hereby given that
Maria Trujillo of Moquero N. M. who
oi Sept. Yi, 1915 & Aug 11 1914 made
H. E. No 111772 & 020713 for SWi Sec
Section 21 Twp. ItsN. Rng. 28E.
tf. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
ntention to make Final Ihree year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Jescribed, before F. II. Foster, U. S.

Register

Col F.Ó. WHITE, Auct'

Stomach Trouble

claim to the land above described, be- Sale No. 944 All of Sec. 36, Township
Jo, North, Range 2(5 Fast, containing
fore W. II. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his office at Roy, N. M., on the R40 acres, Imprvements consist of
12th day of February, 1918.
fencing, value $200.00,

?--

Height of Clouds.
Thunderstorm clouds are very varl
Able In height from 500 to 2,000 feet.
The clouds In thunderstorms may bo
rery deep from two to five miles ami
more hence the appearance as to distance Is very deceptive. Cumulus
clouds are Intermediate, and generally
occupy a position from 2,000 to 5,000
feet above the earth.

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commif sioner
Fillings, Proofs and a!I
land matters. '
Also Surveys and Plats.
Prompt Attention
Office at Solano, New Nexico.

and
Section 4 Township 20N Range 2SE,
N M P Meridian has Ji led notice of in
health by the use of these tablett and
tention to make live year proof, to their cost Is so little, 25 cents, that it
establish claim to the land above is worth while to give them a trial.
described,
before F. II. Foster U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy
State of New Mexico,
N M on the Sth day of Feb. . 1918.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
Public Land Sale
Alejandro Gonzales , and S.E.Paxton
Mora County
of, Roy, N. Mex, Jose I. Arguello and
Office
the
of
Commissioner of Public
Sebenano Maynez,'of Pasamonte N.
Lands,
IeX"
Santa Fe, New Mexieo.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

12 discs, good new,
Disc
Wagon, John Deer Lister, double Disc plow. Set
Leather Harness, 3 Water Barrels, 3 tons bundle
Cane, A lot of Corn fodder with corn, Some Snapped Corn, Some seed beans.

PAZ VALVERDE, Register,

If you hve trouble with your stom-nc- h
you shou'd try Chamberlain's Tablets. So many have bw n restored to

J.

2-- 2

Machinery
Jrarm
Farm
Harrow
as
Emerson

1SN Kaiige L'SK
2 Towns-hiN. M. I'. Meridian, has filed noiice of
intention to make three .Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,
before W (II Wiüenv V S Com'r at
Hoy, N.N. on the 18th day of Feb. 1911?

f

i

ff?-'í-

fj.

SEi-Nw-

NEJ-SW-

One Ked Durham cow 6 years old, fresh in Feb.
cow 3 years old fresh in April. One
One White-fac- e
Yearling Heifer.

4

Register

r. :

N. M.
Clayton,
Dec. 27 lyi:

forSWJ-NEi.NA'i-SE- l,

A .
-

at

Notice is hereby given that
Pedro A. Arguello of Albert New Mex.
who on Auzust, 9 th 1911 .
made HE. Nos. 01tc53

wt. 1200, Grey'mare, 9 years bid wt
1000, Buckskin mare 5 yrs old wt.
800, Brown horse 10 yrs old wt 800
Grey mare 7 years old wt. 1000.

Section

All of Mosquero New Músico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Office

Team Black mares 6 & 7 years old

Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
,

All of Mills N. M,
FRANCISCO DELGADO
.
Iíegister
2

Dr. M. D. Gihbs, Prop.
ROY,'

N. Mex.

Records,

Land
MAPS.

ÜY

.

Prompt Attention
C.N. ROARK

Clayton New Mex.

9

:

KOBEKT P. E It VI EN.,
Cemmi'seioner of Public Landt
of the State of New, Mexico.
1st Publication

Pec.

1917

H,

Last Publication Feb,

l?

l'.tW.
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PPANIfiH-A-

thoughtfully. They were dirty again
from the tinkering with the motor, but
the Inspection went deeper than the

HOW TO CONSTRUCT

RESERVOIRS

grime.

THE REAL MAN
By FRANCIS LYNDE
(Copyright by

CW

Scriboer'i

There was no present help (or that,
however ; and five minutes later he had
regained the road and was on his way
to the ditch camp. As he walked he
read for the fiftieth time something on
the page of a recent St. Louis paper.
It was under flaring headlines:

Montague Smith, cashier of the Lawrencevllls
Bank & Truit
young society leaders, popular bachelor engaged to marry Verda
s,
Rlehlander, heiress, and destined to be one of the town's leading
became Innocently Involved In
dlthonest bank loan. Watrous
Dunham, president of the bank, tried to shift the blame to $mith,
When Dunham drew a pistol to
who refused to be the scapegoat
threaten him, Smith struck the president a blow over the heart and
left him for dead

J.

Co.,

cltl-sen-

i

ATTEMPTED

II Continued.
where a night switching crew was mnk-ln- g
up a train.
2
Keeping to the shadows, he walked
Good Judges on the working floor of
the Lawrencevllle Athletic club had, back along the Une of cars on the
track, alertly seeking his op
aid of the
younjr bank make-udown the length
cashier that be did not know his own portunity. Half-wastrength. It was the sight of the pistol of the train he found what he was
that maddened him a; id put the driving looking for: a box car with its sldedoor
force behind the smashing blow that hasped but not locked. With a bit of
landed upon the big man's chest The stick to lengthen his reach, he unfaslifted pistol dropped from Mr. Wntrous tened the hasp, and at the switching
Dunham's grasp and he wilted, settling crew's addition of another car to the
he took advantage of the
back Into his chair, and then slipping "mnke-up- "
noise made by the Jangling crash and
to the floor.
in a flash Smith knew what he had slid the door. Then he ascertained by
done. Once, one evening when he had groping Into the dark Interior that the
been Induced to put on the gloves with car was empty. With a foot on the
he climbed in, and at the
the Athletic club's trainer, he had con- truss-ro- d
trived to plant a body blow which had next coupling crash closed the door.
p

y

h

saying.
With the unheeded warning resurgent and clamoring In his ears, Smith
beside the fallen
knelt horror-stricke- n
man. On the president's heavy face
and In the staring eyes there was a
foolish smile, as of one mildly aston
ished. Smith loosened the collar around
the thick neck and laid his ear upon
the spot where the blow had fallen.
The big nan's heart had stepped like
a smashed clock.
Smith got upon his feet turned off
the electric light, and, from mere force
the
of habit closed and
president's desk. The watchman had
not yet returned. Smith saw the empty
snnp-locke- d

chair beside the vault door as he
passed it on his way to the street The
cashier's only thought was to go at
?nce to police headquarters and give
himself up. Then he remembered how
carefully the trap had been set, and
how Impossible It would be for him to
make any reasonable defense.
With one glance over his shoulder at
the darkened front windows of the
bank, Smith began to run, not toward
the police station, but in the opposite
direction toward the railroad station.
For J. Montague Smith, slipping from
shadow to shadow down the scantily
lighted cross street and listening mo
mentarily for the footfalls of pursuit,
a new hour had struck. It was all
prodigiously Incredible. The crowding
sensations were terrifying, but they
were also precious, In their way.
bits of brutality and tyranny
on Watrous Dunhnm's part came up to
be remembered and, In this retributive
aftsrmnth. to be triumphantly crossed
off as Items In an account finally
On the Smith 6lde the bonk cash
ter's forebears had been plodding farm'
ers, but old John Montague had been
the village blacksmith and a soldier
a shrewd smiter In both trades. Blood
Long-forgott-

set-fed- .

Smith Knew What He Had Done.
telL Parental Implantlngs may
have much to say to the fruit of the
womb, but atavism has more. Smith's
Jaw come up with a snap. lie was no
longer an Indistinguishable unit In the
ranks of the respectable and the well
behaved ; he was a man fleeing for his
life. What was done was done, and
the next thing to do was to avert the
U1

consequences.

At the railroad station a few early
d
passenger
comers for the
tJ!n due at ten o'clock were already
gathering, and at the bidding of a certain new and militant craftiness Smith
avoided the Ughtttd waiting rooms as
t they held the pestilence. A string of
box cars had been pushed up from the
platforms recently,
and In the shadow of the cars be
vorkad at way wtward to tho yard
west-boun-

freight-unloadin-

g

CHAPTER

III.

The High Hills.
The Nevada through freight was two
hours late Issuing from the western
portal of Tlmanyonl canon. Through
hours of
the early mountain-climbinthe nlcht and the later flight across the
Red desert, the dusty,
young fellow In the empty box car mid'
way of the train had slept soundly,
with the hard car floor for a bed and
his folded cont for a pillow. But the
sudden cessation of the crash and roar
of the shut-I- n mountain passage awoke
him and bo got up to open the door and
g

travel-grime-

look

d

out

It was still no Inter than a lazy man's
breakfast time, and the May morning
was perfect Over the top of the eastern range the sun was looking, level
rayed, into a parked valley bounded
on all sides by high spurs and distant
snow peaks. In Its nearer reaches the
valley was dotted with round hills,
some of them bare, otr ers dark with
mountain pine and fir.
From the outer lootings of the
curves, the young tramp at the car
door had momentary glimpses of the
Tlmanyonl, a mountain torrent In Its
canon, and the swiftest of upland rivers even here where It had the valley
In which to expand. A Copah switch
man had told him that the railroad di
vision town of Brewster lay at the end
of the night's run, in a river valley beyond the eastern Tlmanyonls, and that
the situation of the Irrigation project
which was advertising for laborers In
the Denver newspapers was a few
miles up the river from Brewster.
As the train swept along on Its way
down the grades the valley became
more open and the prospect broadened.
At one of the promontory roundings
passenger hod a glimpse
the box-ca- r
construction enmp on
of a shack-buithe river's margin some distance on
ahead. A concrete dam was rising in
sections out of the river, and domlnnt
lng the dnm and the shacks two steel
towers, with a carrying cable stretched
between them formed the piers of the
aerial spout conveyer for the placing
of the material In the forms.
The train made no stop nt the con
struction siding, but a mile farther
along the brakes began to grind and
the speed was slackened. Sliding the
car door another foot or two, the young
stubble beard
tramp with the week-ol- d
on his face leaned out to look ahead.
His opportunity was at hand. A block
semaphore was turned against the
freight, and the train was slowing In
obedience to the signal. Wuiting until
the brakes shrilled again, the tramp
put his shoulder to the sliding door,
snt for a moment In the wider opening,
and then swung oil.
nis alighting was upon one of the
promontory
embankments. To the
westward, where the curving railroad
track was lost In the farther windings
of the river, lay the little Intermoun
tain city of Brewster, a few of Its
In
higher buildings showing clear-cu- t
the dlstnnce. Paralleling the railroad,
on á lower level and nearer the river,
a dusty wagon road pointed In one dl
rection toward the town, and In the
other toward the construction camp.
The young man who had crossed four
states and the better part of a fifth as
a fugitive and vagrant turned his back
upon the distant town as a place to be
Scrambling down the railavoided.
road embankment he made his way to
the wagon road, crossed It, and kept
on until he came to the fringe of aspens
on the river's edge, where he broke all
the trampish traditions by stripping off
clothes and plunging
the travel-wor- n
In to take a soapless bath. The water,
being melted snow from the range, was
Icy cold and It stabbed like knives.
Nevertheless, It was wet and some
part of the travel dust at least, was
soluble In It He came out glowing,
past
but a thorn from his
came upland pricked him when he had
to pat the soiled Mothe os gala.
-
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BANK

r
Embezzles
Cashier
$100,000 and Makes Murderous Assault on President
Lawrencevllle, May 15. J. Montagu
Smith, caaliier of the Lawrencevllle Bank
and Truat company, and a leader in the
Lawrencevllle younger set Is today a fugitive from Justice with a price on lilt
head. At a late hour last night the
watchman of the bank found President
Dunham lying unconscious In front of his
desk. Help was summoned, and Mr. Dunham, who was suppoied to be suffering
from soma sudden attack of Illness, was
taken to his hotel. Later, It transpired
that th president had been the victim of
a murderous assault Discovering upon
his return to th city yesterday evening
that the cashier had been using the bank's
funds in an attempt to cover a stock speculation of his own, Dunham sent for
Smith and charged him with the crime.
Smith mad an unprovoked and desperate
assault upon his Superior officer, beating
him Into Insensibility and leaving him for
dead. Since It Is known that he did not
board any of the night trains east or west,
Smith Is supposed to be In hiding some- wnor in th vicinity of th city. A war
rant la out, and a reward of 11.000 for his
arrest and detention has been offered by
me oanK. it is not thought possible that
he can escape. It was currently reported
not long since that Smith was engaged to
a prominent young society woman of
Lawrencevllle, but this has proved to be
untrue.
Society-Leade-

'

sent the wiry little Irishman to the
mat gasring and fighting for the
breath of life. "If ever yez'll be glvln'
wld th bare
a man that heart-puncflsht, Mlsther Montygue, 'tis yon f r th'
fasht train widout shtoppln' to buy
anny ticket It'll be murther In the
first
the trainer had said,
when he had breath to compass the

MURDER

PRESIDENT.

CHAPTER

d

day-labor-

Sou)

WHAT HAPPENED

Tin not afraid of the pick and
shovel, or the wheelbarrow, and on
some accounts I guess they d be good
for me. But on the other hand, per-haIt is a Dltv to spoil a middling
good office man to make an indifferent
to say nothing of knocking some honest fellow out of the only
Job he knows how to do."
Colonel Baldwin swung In behind the
steering wheel of the roadster and held
a fresh match to the black cigar.
Though he was from Missouri, he had
lived long enough In the high hills to
know better than to Judge any man
altogether by outside appearances.
"Climb In." he sold. Indicating the
vacant seat at his side. "I'm the president of the ditch company. Perhaps
Williams may be able to use you ; but
your chances for office work would be
ten to one In the town."
"I don't care to live In the town,"
said the man out of work, mounting to
the proffered seat: and past that the
big roadster leaped away up the road
and the roar of the rejuvenated motor
made further speech Impossible.

He folded the newspaper and put It
in his pocket. The thing was done,
and it could not be undone. Having put
himself on the wrong side of the law,
there was nothing for It now but a
complete
disappearance;
exile,
a
change of Identity, and "an absolute
severance with his past
When he had gone a' little distance
he found that the wagon road crossed
the right of way twice before the construction camp came into view. The
last of the crossings was at the tern'
porary material yard for which the
side track had been Installed, and from
this point on, the wagon road held to
the river bank. The ditch people were
doubtless getting all their material
over the railroad so there would be lit
tie hauling by wagon. But there were
automobile tracks In the dust and
shortly after he had passed the mate
rial yard the tramp heard a car com'
lng up behind him. It was a
der roadster, and Its motor was miss'
lng badly.
Its single occupant was a big, bear
ed man, wearing his gray tweeds as
one to whom clothes were merely a
convenience.
He was chewing a black
cigar, and the unoccupied side of his
mouth was busy at the passing moment
heaping objurgations upon the limp
ing motor. A hundred yards farther
along the motor gave a spasmodic gasp
and stopped. When the young tramp
came up, the big man had climbed out
and had the hood open.; What he was
saying to the stalled motor was picturesque enough to make the young
man stop and grin appreciatively.
"Gone bod on you?" he Inquired.
Col. Dexter Baldwin, the Ttmanyonl's
largest landowner, and a breeder of
fine horses who tolerated motorcars
only because they could be driven hard
and were Insensate end fit subjects for
abusive language, took his head out
of the hood.
"The third time this morning," he
snapped. "I'd rather drive a team of
mustangs, any day in the
"
r
year!"
"I used to drive a car a while back,"
said the tramp. "Let me look her
six-cyli- n

wind-broke-

n

'

over."

A

or other depressions

Financier.

was a full fortnight or more after
Incident on the
this
hill road to the dam, when Williams,
chief engineer of the ditch project, met
President Baldwin In the Brewster
of the Clich company and spent a

It

motor-tinkerin- g

1

Flume Used In Sluicing.

terlal Is found near the surface, the
more porous top covering should be re
moved and foundation laid on the
substratum. In any event, all
shrubbery, sod, and decayed vegetable
matter should be cleared away do-- i
fore the dam Is begun. In the bet
ter class of such dams a narrow trench
Is dug beneath the center of the em
bankment down to bedrock or other
good material and a wall of concrete,
known as a rim core wall, Is built
therein. This wall projects above the
surface and serves a purpose similar
to a tongue in
lumber Joints. A clay puddle may be
substituted where a concrete core wall
around the rim would prove too exIn this case a much wider
pensive.
trench should be dug. filled with the
best material available, and carefully
puddled and rammed.
Packing Materials.
Tn hnlldluif a reservoir embankment
grooved-and-tongue-

"I Used to Drive a Car."
busy hour with the colonel going ovei
the contractors' estimates for the
month In prospect In an Interval ol
the business talk, Baldwin remembered
g
young tramp who had
the
wanted a Job.
"Oh, yes; I knew there was something else that I wanted to ask you,"
he said. "How about the young fellow
that I unloaded on you a couple of
weeks ago? Did he make good?"
"Who Smith?"
"Yes; If that's his name."
The engineer's left eyelid had a quizzical droop when he said dryly: "It's
the name he goes by In camp; 'John
Smith.' I haven't asked him his othei
name."
matched
The ranchman-presiden- t
the drooping eyelid of unbelief with a
sober smile. "I thought he looked ai
If he might be out here for his health-li- ke
a good many other fellows whe
have no particular use for a doctor.
How Is he making It?"
man with
The engineer, a hard-bittethe prognathous lower Jaw characterizing tho tribe of those who accomplish
things, thrust his hands Into his pockets end walked to the window to look
down Into the Brewster street. When
he turned to face Baldwin again, It wat
to say : "That young fellow Is a wonder, colonel. I put him Into the quarry
at first as you suggested, and In three
good-lookin-

d

days he had revolutionized things tc
the tune of a 20 per cent saving In production costs. Then I gave him a hack
and he's makat the concrete-mixering good again In the cost reduction
That seems to be his specialty."
The president nodded and was suf
ficlently Interested to follow up what
had been merely a casual Inquiry.
"What are you colling him now? a
betterment engineer? You know youi
first guess was that he was somebody'i
bookkeeper out of a Job."
Williams wagged his head.
d
puzzle to me
"He's a
yet. ne Isn't an engineer, but whet
you drag a bunch of cost money up tlu
trail, he goes after It like a dog aftei
a rabbit I'm not anxious to lose him,
but I really believe you could make
better use of him here In the town office than I can on the Job."
Baldwin was shaking his head dubi-

The colonel stood aside, wiping his
hands on a piece of waste, while the
young man sought for the trouble. It
was found presently In , a loosened
magneto wire ; found and cleverly cor
rected. The tramp went around In
front and spun the motor, and when It
had been throttled down, Colonel Bald
win had his hand In his pocket
"That's something like," he said.
"The garage man said It was carbon.
You take hold as if you knew how, ously.
What's your fee?"
The tramp shook his head and smiled

three-cornere-

ex-tra-

i

less than about five per cent Under
favorable conditions material can bo
placed In a dam by this process at a
lower cost per cubic yard than by tho
use of teams and scrapers or teams
and wagons. Such embankments are
also more compact and water-tigthan those built by ordinary methods.
Unsuitable to Retain Water.
Dams built of loose rock without
any cementing material usually havo
sufficient weight to withstand water
pressure but the ease with which water can percolate through such struc- ht

d

of earth many farmers and not a few
eneineers fall to understand the differ
ence between an embankment capa
ble of withstanding a load such as is
placed upon It by the passage of a
locomotive and one compact and stable
enough to hold water. In highway and
railroad fills little, if any, attention Is
nnld to sacking materials, but in the
case of earth fills to retain water,
packing is necessary. Experience has
shown that one of the best ways to
pack ordinary dirt which does not con
tain too much clay Is to dump It Into
water and let nature do the packing.
When this method is not feasible V
earth should be placed on the
in thin lavers and each lay
er moistened and rolled or otherwise
compacted.
In some cases the earth
can be moistened before It Is removed
from its natural site.
' Cause of Failure.
As has been stated, a frequent cause
of failure of such dams Is faulty waste-ways. The dams being built for tne

Method of Facing.

,

tures renders them unsuitable to retain water. This defect is overcome
in various ways of which two will be
described here briefly. The usual way
of making loose rock dams water-tigIs to place earth in front In the manner Indicated In Fig, 3. The same cara
should be taken in placing this earth
as has been recommended for earthen
wall of
dams proper and the cut-of- f
concrete placed along the upper too
of the rock slope usually is a necessary part of such combination structures. Another way of making loose
rock dams watertight is to Une the
front face with timber In some such
way as that shown In Fig. 4.
ht

MANURE

TO INCREASE CROPS

At Pennsylvania It Was Found That
Application of Six Tons Was
Better Than Ten.

s,

soon finds
The young
that his services are very much
"Nothing; for a bit of neighborly
In demand, despite the fact that
help like that."
he Is suspected of trying to hldo
The colonel put his coat on, and tn
his past
the act took a better measure of the
stalwart young fellow who looked like
a hobo and talked and behaved like a
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
gentleman.
"You are hiking out to the dam?" he
Had Her Reasons.
asked brusquely.
They were discussing church affairs
"I am headed that way, yes," was when Mary came home from school,
the equally crisp rejoinder.
and Aunt Maria remarked "little pitch
"Hunting a Job?"
ers have big ears," and the conversa
"Just that"
tion stopped. A few days afterward
"What sort of a Jobf
the minister came to tea and gave
"Anything that may happen to be In some of his attention to Mary.
sight"
"Do you like to ge
church?" he
"That means a pick and shovel or a asked.
wheelbarrow on a construction Job,
"No," answered Mary, very firmly
But there Isn't much office work."
but politely.
T&4 tramp looked np quickly.
"And why not, my little dear?"
"What makes yon think I'm hunting
"Oh," said Mnry, with a smile, "little
for an office Job?" he Queried.
pitchers have big ears," very much to
"Your hands," said the colonel the surprise of her mother and Aunt
shortly. '
; v
Maria, who colored consciously, and
The young man looked at bis hands the minister changed th conversa Uo.
'

are purposes. In making use of this
method an ample supply of water is
necessary. What Is called the "cutting
stream" Is under high pressure from
CO to 100 pounds per square inch. Tho
pressure may be obtained by gravity
fall or by pumping, and the water is
cheapest material available, it has conveyed to the material to be excabeen used chiefly. The percentage of vated in a pressure pipe of suitable
failure of dams of this type has been diameter. The end of the pressure pipo
large. The main causes have been terminates in a giant from which
(1) faulty and Inadequate wasteways,
a stream Is directed against the.
(2) porous earthen embankments not bank of dirt. A large stream of waproperly compacted, and (3) Insecure ter, but under little or no pressure,1
foundations.
then Is added to the former stream to
carry the material loosened by tho
Examination for Foundation.
When the location for the dam has giant Into a flume or pipe in which it
been decided upon a careful examina- Is transported to the dam. Figs. 1
tion of the foundation should be made. and 2 show two forms of woodop
Test pits should be sunk at Intervals flume used for this purpose. The
across the stream bed or depression, grade on which they are laid should
aud If rock or other impervious ma- - be as steep as practicable, and never
streams

used mainly for Irrigation purposes.
The dam may be of earth, loose rock,
timber, concrete, or masonry, or combinations of two or more of these.
However, since on the large majority of
sites earth Is the most abundant and

IV.

CHAPTER

Wanted

(Prepared by the United States Depart- monly used method of building earthen
ment of Agriculture.)
and of loosening and
embankments
Reservoirs built in the beds of transferring earthy material for other

Stable manure has long been considered a very valuable fertilizer. It
is usually thought by farmers that the
larger the application of manure the
greater the crop Increase. Experimental data shows that such Is not the
case. At Pennsylvania it was found
that an application of six tons per
acre gave a return of $3.29 per ton as
compared with $2.29 per ton when ten
tons per acre were used. This is a dol
lar a ton in favor of the lighter application. At the same rate the farmer
who has a hundred tons of manure to
spread can save nearly enough to pay
for his manure spreader. Hand spreading could hardly put manure on at the
rate of six tons. This is not an Isolated case. Other work has shown an
actually smaller yield with a large
amount than with a smaller amount of
manure.
i'lfil

Rectangular Flume.

most part in the beds of streams and
in the direct line of flood flow, are sub
jected nt times to high water which
may carry floating driftwood or other
ilehrls. The overflow dam Is designed
to withstand such severe tests, but
the dam considered here is not of this
tvDe. It is Intended only to impound
water to a certain safe height and to
all surplus waters through tne
wasteway. This throws a heavy burden upon this structure in times of
flood, and It should be of such strength
and capacity as to perform its part
without danger to the dam. In mak.
lng provision for a wasteway it should
he home in mind that a flood may oc
cur when the reservoir Is full, so that
the entire flow of the stream must
pass through the wasteway. Consideration also should be given to obstruc FEEDING
by-pa-

ts

LAMBS

Ground Corn, Crushed Oats, Wheat
Bran and Linseed Oil Meal la
Best for Youngsters.

fi
I

GRAINS TO

.i,....

r- -i

4.

Section of Dam.

tions to the flow of water caused by
driftwood and clogging by fish screens
Such features of this type of reser
voir as inlet and outlet pipes, slope
protection and the like have been discussed in Farmers' Bulletin No. 828
Commonly Used Method.

In the early days of mining in Cali-- 4
fornla, someone evolved the idea or
sand
Washing down the
by means of powerful streams or wa
ter directed against the banks and hill
This practice has been im
sides.
oroved and extended and now is a com
gold-bearin- g

.

(Ohio College of Agriculture Bulletin.)

A good grain ration for lambs Just
beginning to eat Is ground corn, one
part; crushed oats, one part; linseed
oil meal, one part; and wheat bran,
two parts. Wheat bran is very essential In this ration, and the shepherd
should always see that it is present
A grain ration consisting of two
pounds of wheat bran, one pound of
oats (crushed oats being preferred),
one pound of finely ground cornmeal,
pound of oil meal has
and one-haproved to be an excellent grain ration
It has also been
for young lambs.
found that a grain mixture of oil meal
and corn meal has given better results than a mixture of cottonseed
meal and corn meal
lf

THE

TOO DOLLAR WHEAT WORLD JUSTICE
This Price

Will Hold

For Some

WAR AIM OF U.S.

'few years.
Today, the price of wheat Is set by
the United' States government at $2.20
per bushel, and In Canada the price
has been set at $2.21. This, of course,
Is less freight and handling charges
which brings the average to the farmers at about $2.00 per bushel. This
price will pay so long as land, material and labor can be secured at reasonable prices.
It remains for the
would-b- e
producer to ascertain where
he can secure these at prices that will
make the production of grain profitable. He will estimate what price he
can afford to pay for land that will give
hi ra a yield of wheat which when sold
at $2.00 por bushel, will return him a
Local and social condifair profit
tions will also enter into the consideration. Finding what he wants he would
be wise to make his purchase now.
Land prices In snmj portions of the
country are low, certainly as low as
they will ever be. City property and
town property will fluctuate, but farm
property will hold Its own. The price
of grain Is as low as It will be for
some years.
Therefore It would be
well to look about, and find what can
be done.
There are doubtless many opportunities In the United States, especially
In- - the Western States, to purchase
good agricultural lands, that will produce well, at reasonable prices. If the
would-bbuyer has the time to Investigate, and that Is needed, for these
lands do not exist in any considerable
area, he would be well repaid. Not
only wilt his land certainly Increase in
value the unearned Increment would
be an asset while under cultivation he
can find nothing that will give better
results. He will at the same time be
performing a patriotic act, a needful
act, one that would meet with the food
controller's plea to Increase agricultural production and assist In reducing
the deficit of 75 million bushels of
wheat reported by the controller.
In addition to the vacant lands In
the United States which should be
brought under cultivation, Western
Canada offers today the greatest area
of Just Jhe land that is required, and
at low prices prices that cannot last
long. Even now land prices are Increasing, as their value Is dally becoming more apparent, and their location
desirable.
As to the Intrinsic value of land
In Western Canada, hundreds of concrete cases could be cited, which go
to prove that at fifty and sixty dollars
per acre figures that hnve recently
been paid for Improved farms the
crops grown on them gave a profit of
from twenty to thirty per cent and
even higher, on such an Investment
One Instance. Is that of a young Englishman, unaccustomed to farming before he took his seat on the sulky
plow with which he does most of his
work, after allowing himself $1,000 for
his own wages last year, made a profit
of $2,200 on a $20,000 Investment. His
total salea amounted to $5,700 and his
expense, which Included the $1,000
wages for himself, was $3,500. The
Interest was 11 H Pr cent.
To the man who does not care to
buy or who has not the means to purchase, but possesses wealth In his own
hardihood, his muscle, and determination, there are the thousands of free
homesteads of which he may have the
pick on paying an entry fee of ten
These are high class lands
dollars.
and adapted to all kinds of farming.
Send to your nearest Canadian Government Agent for literature, descriptive of the splendid opportunities that
are still open In Western Canada. Adv.
e

Moral Lesson for Mother.
"Mamma," said Willie the other day,
"did you tell Nornh to-- say you were
not In when Mrs. Jones called?"
"Yes, dear."
"Is It right to do that?"
"It is customary, Willie."
"Well, mamma," said the boy after a
thoughtful pause, "how would you like
It If God should tell St. Peter to say
that to you when you go to heaven?"
Usa Red Crow Bag Blue;
blue. Delight!
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.

Be happy.

much

better than liquid

Inner Requirements.
"Mister, have yer got any ol' duds
yer don't want?"
"No ; but I've an old automobile you
may have."
"T'anks, but I got ernough trouble
supplyln' me own Innards widout beg-glgasoline from door to door."
Boston Transcript.
,,
n'

WILSON

OUTLINES

PEACE

TERMS

AMERICA'S
NATION TO

FIGHT TILL WORLD 8AFE.

LEAGUE TO BANISH WAR
PRESIDENT

LAY8

DOWN

SPECI-

FIC CONDITIONS THAT MUST BE
MET BEFORE WAR CAN END.

henceforth no secret understandings
of any kind. The day of conquest and
Western Nawapaper Union News Service.
aggrandisement Is gone by; so la also
day of secret covenants entered
Washington, Jan. 9. President Wil- the
Into in the Interest of particular govson yesterday, addressing Congress ernments and likely at some unlooked-fo- r
moment to upset the peace of the
delivered a restatement of war aims
world.
In agreement with the recent declara"It la this happy fact, now clear to
view of every puhllo man whose
tion by the British premier, David the
thoughts do not still linger In an age
Lloyd George. The President present- that Is dead and gone, which makes it
for every nation whose pured a definite program for world peace possible
poses are consistent with Justice and
containing fourteen specific considera- the peace' of the world to avow now or
at any other time the objects it has In
tions.
view.
,
1
Text of President's Address.
Demands That World Be Safe.
"We entered this war because violaThe President spoke at follows:
tions of right had occurred which
"Gentleman ot the Congress:
"Unce more, as repeatedly before, touched us to the quick and made the
the spokesmen of the central empires life of our own people impossible unhave Indicated their desire to discuss less they were corrected and the world
the objects of the war and the possible secured once for all against their reWhat we demand In this
basis of a general peace. Parleys have currence.
war, therefore, Is nothing peculiar to
bek
been In progress at
It is that the world be
representatives and ourselves.
tween Russian
representatives of the central powers made fit and safe to live In; and parIt be made safe for every
that
to which the attention of all the bel- ticularly
g
nation which, like our
ligerents has been Invited for the purpose of ascertaining whether It may own, wishes to live Its own life, deterbe possible to extend these parleys Into mine its own institutions, be assured
a general conference with regard to of Justice and fair dealings by the
other peoples of the world as against
terms of peace and settlement.
"The Russian representatives pre- force and selfish aggression.
"All the peoples of the world are In
perfectly
definite
sented not only a
statement ot the principles upon which effect partners In this Interest and for
our
own part we see very clearly that
they would be willing to conclude
unless Justice be done to others it will
peace, but also an equally definite program of the concrete application of not be done to us. The program of
the world's peace, therefore, Is our
those principles,
"The representatives of the central program, and that program, the only
program, as we see it, is this:
possible
powers, on their part, presented an
"1. Open covenants of peace, onenly
outline of settlement which, If much
at,
after which there shall be
less definite, seemed susceptible of arrived
no private International understandliberal Interpretation until their specific program of practical terms was ings of any kind but diplomacy shall
added. That program proposed no confiroceed always frankly and In the
cessions at all either to sovereignty of
Russia or the preferences of the popu"J. Absolute freedom of navigation
lation with those whose fortunes it upon the seas, outside territorial wadealt but meant In a word that the ters, alike In peace and in war, except
central empire were to keep every as the seas may be closed in whole or
foot of territory their armed forces In part by International action for the
had occupied every province, every enforcement of international covenants.
city, every point of vantage as a per"8. The removal, so far as possible,
manent addition to their territories of economic barriers and the establishment of an equality of trade condiand their power.
among all the nations consenting
"It Is a reasonable conjecture that tions
to the peace and associating themthe general principles of settlement selves
for Its maintenance.
suggested,
origi
they
which
at first
"4. Adequate guarantees given and
nated with the more liberal statesmen
national armaments will be
taken
that
of Germany and Austria, the men who
have begun to feel the force of their reduced to the lowest point consistent
with
domestic
safety.
own people's thought and purpose,
while the concrete terms of actual setAdjustment of Colonial Claims.
tlement came from the military leaders
"6. A free,
d
and absowho have no thought but to keep lutely
Impartial adjustment of all colowhat they have got. The negotiations nial claims,
upon
based
a
strict obhave been broken off. The Russian servance of
principle that in deterrepresentatives were sincere and in mining all the
questions
such
of sovearnest. They cannot entertain such ereignty the interests of
the populaproposals ot conquest and dominion.
tions
must
concerned
have equal
"The whole Incident Is full of sigwith the equitable claims of
nificance. It Is also full of perplexity. weight
the government whose title is to be
With whom are the Russian represen- determined.
tatives dealing? For whom are the
"6. The evacuation
of all Russian
representatives of the central empires
and such a settlement of all
speaKtngf Are tney speaKing for the territory
affectlnc Russia as will He- majorities of their respective parlia- questions
cooperation of
ments or for the minority parties, that cure the best and freest
tne otner nations or tne world In obmilitary and imperialistic minority taining
for her an unhampered and unwhich has so far dominated their
opportunity for the indewhole policy and controlled the affairs embarrassed
determination
of her own
of Turkey and of the Balkan states pendent development
which have felt obliged to become fiolitlcal assure her and national wela
of
sincere
their associates in this war?
come Into the society of
nations
"The Russian representatives have under Institutions of her free
own .choosInsisted, very justly, very wisely and ing; and, more than a welcome,
asIn the true spirit of democracy that sistance also of every kind that she
the conferences they have been hold- may need and may herself desire. The
ing with the Teutonic and Turkish treatment
Russia by her sisstatesmen should be held within open, ter nationsaccorded
In the
to come will
not closed doors, and all the world has be the acid test ofmonths
good will, of
been audience as was desired. To their comprehension their
of
as
her
whom have we been listening, then? distinguished from their own needs
Interests
xo those wno epeaK the spirit and in- and of their intelligent and unselfish
tention of the resolutions of the Ger- sympathy.
man Reichstag of the 9th of July last,
"7. Belgium, the whole world will
the spirit and intention of the liberal agree,
be evacuated and restored
leaders and parties ot Germany, or to withoutmust
attempt to limit the sovtnose wno resist and aery that spirit ereignty any
which she enjoys in common
and Intention and insist upon conquest with all other
No other
nations.
and subjugation? Or are we listening single act will free
serve as thta will serve
In fact to both unreconciled and in to
among
restore
confidence
the naopen and hopeless contradiction?
tions in the laws which they have
"These are very serious and preg- themselves
set
and determined for the
nant questions. Upon the answer to government of their
relations with one
them depends the peace of the world. another. Without this
healing act, the
"But whatever the results of the whole structure and validity
of Interparleys at
whatever the national law is forever impaired,
purpose
confusions of counsel and of
Alsace-LorraiIn the utterances of the spokesmen of
Must Be Settled.
the central empires, they have again
"8. All French territory should be
attempted to acquaint the world with freed
and the Invaded portions retheir objects in the war and have
and the wrong done to France
again challenged their adversaries to stored
by
In 1871 in the matter of
Prussia
say what their objects are and what
which has unsettled
sort of settlement they would deem the peace of the world
for nearly fifty
Just and satisfactory.
years, should be righted, In order that
may
once
peace
more
be
made secure
Lloyd George Praised for Candor.
In the Interest of all.
"There Is no good reason why that
A readjustment of the frontiers
challenge should not be responded to of "9.
should be effected along clearwith the utmost candor. We did not ly Italy
recognizable Unes of nationality.
wait for It. Not once, but again and
"10. The peoples of Austria-Hungar- y
again we have laid our whole thought whose place among the
nations we
and purpose before the world, not in wish to see safeguarded and
assured,
general terms only, but each time with should be accorded the freest opportusufficient definition to make It clear nity of autonomous development.
sort
rms
setdefinitive
of
of
what
"11. Rumania, Montenegro' and Sertlement must necessaril upring out of bia should
be evacuated; occupied terthem.
ritories restored; Serbia accorded free
"Within the last week Lloyd George and secure access to the sea; and the
spoken with admirable candor and relations of the several Balkan states
f nasadmirable
spirit for the people and to one another determined by friendly
government of Great Britain, There Is counsel along historically established
no confusion of counsel among the adlines of allegiance and nationality, and
versaries of the central powers, no International guarantees of the polituncertainty of principle, no vagueness ical and' economic Independence and
of detail.
territorial, Integrity of the several Bal"The only secrecy of counsel, the kan states should be entered Into.
"12. The Turkish
only lack of fearless frankness, the
portions of the
only failure to make a definite state- present Ottoman empire should be asment of the objects of the war lies sured a secure sovereignty, but the
with Germany and her allies. The is- other nationalities which are now unsues of life and death hang upon these der Turkish rule should be assured an
undoubted security of life and an abdefinitions.
"No statesman who has the least solutely unmolested opportunity of auconception of his responsibility ought tonomous development, and the Darfor a moment to permit himself to danelles should be permanently opened
continue this tragical and appalling as a free passage to the ships and
outpouring of blood and treasure un- commerce of all nations under Interless he Is sure beyond a peradventure national guarantees.
"13. An Independent
Polish state
that the objects of the vital sacrifice
are part and parcel of the very life of should be erected which should Include
society and that the people for whom the territories Inhabited by Indisputahe speaks think them right and im- bly Polish populations, which should
be assured a free and secure access to
perative as he does.
"There Is, moreover, a voice calling the sea and whose political and ecofor these definitions of principle and nomic independence and territorial Inof purpose which Is, It seems to me. tegrity should be guaranteed try Intermore thrilling and more compelling national covenant.
than anv of the many moving voices: "14. A general association of nawith which the troubled air of the tions must be formed under specific
world Is filled. It Is the voice of the covenants for the purpose of affoHiie;
Russian people. They are prostrate mutual guarantees of political Indeand all but helpless, It would seem, pendence and territorial Integrity to
before the grim power of Germany, great and small states alike.
.
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Montrose Doctor Dies Answering Call.
Montrose. Dr. J. Q. Allen, 63, corof Montrose county, a Western
oner
It's love that makes the postman go slope pioneer of twenty-fiv- e
years,
around with a lot of silly letters.
was found dead at the wheel of his
auto sixteen miles east 'of here on
URINE Granulated EyeKia, Cerro Summit hill. In a heavy
""l Sort Eyet, Eyes Inflamed by
'
he was answering a quick call
H5n, Wand WW quickly
A,V
Cimarrón.-The wife and three
L kit relieved by Murine. Try It In to
V
C vour Eveand In Baby's Eyes. daughters survive. There was no
EyeCeaisit warning of death and the doctor was
OUR
apparently in the best of health. A
Marine Eye Remedy
By Sam, ta TnbM We. For flo of Ué En
special train was sent from here to
Chicago
4
Atk Haría Ere Bemedjr Co..
brine la the body.
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Some people are saddest when they
Sing and there's a reason why.

"TJJ
tlUNWlf,Jut

which has hitherto known no relenting
,
and no pity.
Power Apparently Is Shattered.
"Their power apparently Is shattered
and yet their soul is not subservient.
They will not yield either In principle
or In action. The conception of what
Is right of what It la humans and
honorable for them to accept, has been
stated with a frankness, a largeness of
view, a generosity of spirit and a universal human sympathy which must
challenge
the admiration of every
friend of mankind; and they have refused to compound their Ideals or desert others that they themselves may
be safe.
"They call to us to say whether It Is
that we desire, In what, If In anything
our purpose and our spirit differ from
theirs; and I believe that the people
of the United States would wish me to
respond with utter simplicity am.
Whether
their presen:
frankness.
leaders believe It or not, it Is out
heartfelt desire and hope that some
way may bo opened whereby we may
he privileged to assist the people of
Russia to attain their utmost hope of
111)' rty
end ordered peace.
"It will be our wish and purpose
that the processes of peace, when they
are begun, shall be absolutely open and
that they shall Involve and permit
,

Years.
A well advised commercial authority
gives it as his opinion, "as a slow,
descent may be counted on In the
prices for grain when the war ends
it may take several years to restore
the world's stock of foodstuffs to normal there Is good ground for confidence In the outlook for rapid development In agriculture."
If this be correct, It follows that
the profession of farming will materially Increase Its ranks in the next

'
SPANISH-AMERICA-

.

l

Mississippi Ratifies Dry Measure.
Jackson, Miss. Fifteen minutes after the subject was presented In Governor Bilbo's message' to the. State
Legislature, both houses ratified the
proposed prohibition amendment to

Stand Together Until the Ka4.
"In regard to these essential rectifications of wrong and assertions of
right w feel ourselves to be Intimate
partners of all the governments and
peoples associated
together against
me miperiuáiBis. We cannot be separated In interest or divided In purpose.
We stand together until the end.
"For such arrangements and covenants we are willing to fight and to
to fight untl', they are
continue
achieved; but only bectkase we wish
the right to prevail and desire a Just
and stable peace such as can be secured only by removing the chief provocations to war, which this program
does remove.
"We have no jealousy of German
greatness and there Is nothing In this
program that Impairs It. We grudge
ner no achievement or distinction of
.earning or of pacific enterprise such
as have made her record very bright
and very enviable.
We do not wish to Injure her or
block In any way her legitimate influence or power. We do not wish to
fight her either with arms or" with
hostile arrangements of trade, if she
Is willing to associate herself with us
g
and the other
nations of
the world In covenants of Justice and
law and fair dealing.
We wish her only to accept a place
of equality among the peoples of the
world the new world in which w
now live instead of a place ot mastery.
,
Neither do we presume to suggest to
her any alteration or modification of
her Institutions. But It is necessary,
w must frankly say, and necessary as
a preliminary to any Intelligent dealings with her on our part, that we
should know whom her spokesmen
speak for when they speak to us,
whether for the Reichstag majority or
for the military party and the men
whose creed Is imperial domination.
'
Ready to Put Strength to Test.
"We have spoken now, surely, In
too
terms
concrete to admit of any
further doubt or question. An evident
principle runs through the whole program I have outlined. It is the principle of justice to all peoples and nationalities and their right to live on
equal terms of liberty and snfety with
one another, whether the) be strong
or weak.
Unless this principle be
made Its foundation no part of the
structure of International Justice can
stand.
"The people of the United States
could act upon no other principle, and
to the vindication of this principle they
are ready to devote their lives, their
honor and everything that they possess.
"The moral climax of this, the culminating and final war for human liberty has come, and they are ready to
put their strength, their own highest
purpose, their own Integrity and devotion to the test."

GRAY HAIR.

Save Your

mv
Cash and NL

Your Health
CASCARA

Homicidal Language on Rifle Range,
Officer "Huve you ..utiyone else, to
shoot, sergount?" Sergeant "No, sir.
I'll shoot myself now." Exchunge.

The standard cold curt for 10 seats
la tablet form sala, ture, a opiates
cure cold la 34 hour
grip
aaya. Money beck Hit fails. Getlathe1
urnas boi with Red top end Mr.
H ill's rt.i.H M 1

Costs leu, fives

more, uva money.
14 Tablets for lb.
At Any Drue Store

Sloth makes all things Ülflleult, but
Industry all easy.
.

Men are what thetri mothers made
...
them.
,

QUININE

W. N. U., DENVER, NO,

peace-lovin-

FOUR ARRESTED

HEALTHY CHILDREN come from healthy
mothers. And
will
PREPARE FOR WAR
mothers
c e r t a i nly be
healthy if
The first test a man is put thru for
they'll take Dr.
Ither war or Ufe Insurance is an examiPierce's Favornation Of his water. This is most essenite Prescription.
tial because the kidneys play a most Imcan
Nothing
portant part In causing; premature old ace
equal it in buildand death. The more Injurious the poising Up a Womons passing thru the kidneys the sooner
t rtT(rt
an a
comes decay so says Dr. Pierce of Bur. in replating
and iMixting
all
her
(leal Institute, Buffalo, N. T.. who further natural functions, and in putting in
advises all people who are past thirty to perfect order every part of the female
preserve the vitality ot the kidneys and system. It lessens the pains and burfree the blood from poisonous elements, dens, supports and strengthens weak,
such as uric add drink plenty of waters-swe- at du rmng mothers.
some dally and take Anurlc, double
It's an invigorating, restorative tonic.
All druggists sell the tablts for 60c.
strength, before meals.
Cantor oil is good
Is a late discovery of Dr.
This
children or adults,
Pierce and Is put up In tablet form, and and especially good for aged people. A
can be obtained at almost any drug store pleasant form of a vegetable laxative that
for 60 cents. For that backache, 'lumbago, is to be had at any drug store, was inrheumatism, "rusty" joints, swollen feet vented by Dr. Pierce, who put together
or hands, due to uric acid In the blood.
(podophyllin), aloes,
jalap,
Anuria quickly dissolves the uric acid. Ask at any drug store for "Pleaaant Peland
lets,"
they
be
had for little money.
Take a little Anurtc before meals and
can
prolong your life. Send 10 cents to Dr. They contain no calomel and are of vegetable constituents, therefore harmless.
Pierce for trial package ot Anurlc

ALL MEN AT HOME SHOULD
j

Vi

fr

An-u-r- lc

May-appl- e

,
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IN NOLAN CASE.

District Attorney Says New Evidence
Connects Detective and Bartender
With Theft
Denver. New evidence, which, according to District Attorney Samuel
W. Johnson of Adams county connects
City Detective Frank H. Mulligan and
John Evans, bartender of the Model
roadhouse, closely with the robbery of
Mrs. Irene Nolan on the morning of
Jan. 2, was obtained by the district
attorney and Sheriff George E.
Rucker.
.
Mulligan was arrested by Sheriff
Rucker and furnished bond In the sum
of $1,000.
John and Sidney Evans were arrested at the Model roadhouse by Sheriff
Rucker and taken to Brighton, where
they were locked up, pending the
of a bond of $1,000 each. '
Jacob Flneberg was arrested,
;

Snail

A dull, yellow, lifeless skin, or pimples and

eruptions, are twin brothers to constipation.
Bile, nature's own laxative, is getting into your
blood instead of passing out of your system
as it should. This is the treatment, in sue
cessful use for SO years
one pill daily
Price (more only when necessary).

ÍIVER

Dose-Sa-

Plll-Sa- iall

Your liver Is the Best
Beauty Doctor

udi

Carter's Utile Liver Pills
For Constipation
Geaulne

Puts Toa
Right

Over Night

slanstura

Pallid, Pals,

Putty-Fac-

People Heed Garter's Iron Pills

ed

Reached Limit of Endurance.
Trovoked to an Impatience that was
"Yes, mother."
little less than monumental because of
the ceaseless reports of unimportant
"What are you children doing?"
"Playing royalty. I am a knight of news of the enemy's doings, an Engthe Garter, and Edwin Is Saturday." lish army officer recently could re"That Is an odd name for royalty." strain himself no longer. "The enemy
"Oh, It Is just a nickname on ac- Is continuing to fortify the coast, sir,"
count of his title."
said the subaltern. "I don't care If
"What is his title?"
they fiftify It," roared the officer; "It'll
"Night of the Bath." Youngstown muke no difference."
i

the Court Calendar.

By

"Edgar?"

charged with .robbery In connection
with the loss of the Nolan diamonds.
He gave bond and was released.
Mrs. Nolan left Denver to Join her
husband In Salt Lake City. Father
Garret J. Burke, her escort who was Telegram.
deposed from his parish, is believed to
Comfort Baby's Skin
be In Chicago at the home of a friendWhen red, rough and ftchlng with bot
ly priest.
baths of Cutlcura Soap and touches of
Cutlcura Ointment This means sleep
Argentine Arranges Credit In America
for baby and rest for mother. For
Washington.
Argentine has ar- free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept.
ranged for a credit In favor of the X, Boston." At druggists and by mall.
United States of $40.000,000. It Is un- Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
derstood that similar arrangements
Necessary,
will be made in favor of other allied
"Riches have wings."
merchants and that the sura provided
"They need 'em to keep up with the
In the agreement can later be extended. On the present volume of trade cost of living."
with Argentina this arrangement
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Sed
will save to the merchants of the
United States almost $50,000,000 a Croes Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear
white clothes. Adr.
year In exchange. The value of the
dollar has fallen to 93 cents In Buenos
Lucrative.
r
Aires from a
value of $1.07.
'Tapa, why are they always digging
pre-wa-

up New York?"
Hlndenburg-Ludendorf- f
to Quit.
London, Jan. 9. It is reported tha
General von Ludendorff, as leader of
the militant group In Germany, has!
threatened the resignation of himself
and Field Marshal von Hindenburg it
further countenance is given to men
of the type of Dr. von Kuehlmann
and Count Czerln, the German and

"Because there's money

In It."

Life.

To Cure a Cold In One Day
rake LAXATIVA BROMO Qnlnlne Tablets. It stop
the Congo anS Headache and works off the Cold.
S. W. ttEOVS 8 (igualara on each boa. Hie.
Nothing

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications as they cannot reach,
the diseased portion of the ear. There is)
only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
and that la by a constitutional remedy.
HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE acta
through the Blood on the Muoous Surfaces
of the System. Catarrhal Deafness Is
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous lining; of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube Is Inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when It is entirely closed, Deafness la the
result. Unless the Inflammation can be reduced and this tube restored to Ha normal condition, hearing may be destroyed
Many cases of Deafness are
forever.
caused by Catarrh, which Is an Inflamed
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
be
cured by HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE.
All Druggists 78c. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Unexpected Frankness.
Visitor "How imiiiy men are studying at Lehigh?" Host '18 "Oh I Not
liulf of them." Lehigh Burr.
With a man an effort must have Its
cause ; with a woman It must have its
because.

But Trouble.

"There is no occasion for you to
It doesn't pay to bunko a woman
envy me," said the prosperous per- whose only asset Is a gift of gab.
son.
"I have as many troubles as
Austrian foreign ministers. Neutral you."
Dr. Pierce's Pellets are best for liver,
observers declare that the gap be"I s'pose ye huve, mister," admitted bowels and stomach. One little Pellet
tween the German parties caused y; Dismal Dawson, "but the difficulty
for at laxative, three for a cathartic Ad.
the peace negotiations with, Russia with me Is tliut I ain't got anything
suddenly has become a chasm so wide else."
God helps them that helps themthat there is little hope of bridging it.
selves.
The man who compliments nine
Pope Protests Hun Barbarisms.
women on their looks and one on her
lie that lives upon hope will die
Washington. The Pope has sent cleverness makes only one mistake.
fasting.
autographed letters to the Emperors
of Germany and Austria insisting on
the cessation of massacres of defense
less women and children and protesting against the destruction of art
treasures In air raids over Padua, according to official dispatches reeel-e- d
from Rome.
Wyoming Has 18,000 Cars.
Cheyenne.
The rate at which automobile licenses are being Issued by the
Wyoming secretary of state indicates
that before the end of the present year
there will be 18,000 automobiles in this
state. This will be one machine for
each eleven inhabitants;

Railroads File Demurrage Charges.
Colorado railroads are complying
with the demand for new demurrage
schedules required by W. G. McAdoo,
director general of ' railroads. The
schedules are being filed through the
the Federal Constitution. The Missis- Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
sippi Assembly la (he first, to act ca Under the increased demurrage rates,
V
the proposed amendment.
the first forty-eigh- t
hours will be without charge, tnen a charge of $3 for
Chicago. A call for a special na- the first day will be asked.
Each
tional convention of the Prohibition succeeding day $1 additional will be
Party In Chicago March S was Issued added until $10 a day Is reached, and
by Virgil G. HInshaw, chairman.
then the charge Tin be $10 a day
-

RECiPE FOR

To half pint of water add 1 Oí. Bay
Hum, a small box of Barbo Compound,
and xk oz. of glycerine. Any druggist can
put this up or yuu can mix it at home at
very little coat. Full directions for making and use come in each box of liarbo
Compound.
It will gradually darken
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
and glossy. It will not color the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy, and does not rub oil. Adv.
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of Gold'

'

vMw

WM.él

coming to farmers from the rich wheat fields of
Western Canada. Where you can bay good farm land
io $30 per acre and raise from 0 to 45 bushels
ai
of $2 wheat to the acre it's easy to make money. Canada
offers in her provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

sis

ft

160 Acre Homesteads Free to Settlers
and other land at very low prices. Thousands of

S. or their sons are yearly taking
advantage of this great opportunity. Wonderful yields
also of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed Farming is
fully as profitable an industry aa grain raising. Good
erhnnlft? mark-etrnnvenienr rlimnt
vrjllnr
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced
railway rates to aupt Immigration, Ottawa,
Canada, or to
" 1
W. V. BENNETT
Room 4, Bee Bldg Omaha. Neb.
Canadian Government Agent

fanners from the U.

f i

i.

ur
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If the party who took the
syringe from the
Hypodermic
at the Southwestern
Fairview Pharcounter
the
at
Hotel, Roy. Apply to - - ago, will return
weeks
macy
two
CHAS. BURKS Jfer.
legal
action will be
it at once no
at the Home Restaurant.
taken in the matter.
Dr. M. D. Gibbs.
HOUSEKEEPING

NOTICE
To Whom It May Concern.
Notice is hereby given,' that any-

will sell my relinquishment
homestead, four
on my
North-weof Roy, also 4
miles
horses, four cattle, I pig, spring
wagon, house, household goods
and farm machinery.
A bargain for the right man.
FRANK SALMON,
Roy, New Mexico.
I,

320-ac-

Utilizing Our Time.
We all need recreation, but we
would Indeed bo acting most unwisely
were we to .give up all our spare time
to the pursuit of pleasure. An evening now nnd then devoted to worthwhile study, or again utilizing a span
hour to the reading of n humorous
story when we feel out of sorts, will
without . question, prove a gllt-cdExchange.
Investment.

Surest Independence.
There la no Independence that can
be sure but a dependence upon one's
self.
Revolutions.
nre not
Wendell t'nimr

devolutions
come.

made; they

chair."

Louisville

Courier-Journa-

thus saving the wear o' thu

NOTICE
To Whom It May Concern,

You

'Wedding Train Puller.
l
Viola had been to sec Aunt
church wedding nnd was
much Interested In the duties of the
little train bearer. The next day Viola was seen marching In the yard
with nn old lace curtain draped from
her head, and little Jim was holding
It np. . When she was asked what
they were playing, Viola replied : "Oh,
we is Just getting married.
I'se the

While making measurements of rive?
flow In the upper Mississippi river basins nnd In the Hudson Bay receutly
the United States geological survey
of the rivers undiscovered
der Investigation empty into the Arctic
ocean durtng certain seasons and Into
the Atlantic ocean nt other times.
Fopular Science Monthly.
that-som-

l,

bride nnd he's the train puller."

OIBIATifl SAFF

ld

Feb-auar-

1--

r

n word she does not
know how to spell she does not make
the usual guess nt It. She looks It up
In the dictionary. Kansas City Star.

Heifer, fresh in
At my farm 1
Don't let another spell of Zero
miles
Northeast of Solano.
weather find you without a load
NOEL L. BURTON or two oi woou. ah saweu - no
waste and cheaper and better
Almond Supply.
than coal. Go 1 mile south of
About
of the world's supGuthmans and take angling road
ply of nlruonds art- crown In Spain.
Christian Science Monitor.
to southeast.
UPTON BROS.

White-Fac- e

SOLANO,

N-- W.

S-- E.

ter containing

Dr. E. P. Rrown.
Two-year-o-

I will offer at Public Auction at my farm TWO MILES
of ROY, on R.R. on
EIGHT MILES

Made a Hit.

A stenographer has devised n novel
are hereby notified not to dump
of making a hit with her employany refuse whatever on any of way
er, displaying genius that promises
my lands or in the public high- great success for her In the business
world. When the boss dictates n letways adjacent thereto.

2

.ue

oinio

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock, A.M.Sharp, the following property, to wit

one-fourt-h

-

STATE BANK REPORT

Mare & 2 Colts, Mare &Colt
2 Mares, 2 geldings,

Report of the condition of the Roy Trust

& Savings Hank, of ROY, New Mexico, at
the close of business December 31,1917.

Soan Mules.

Resources
1

Loans and Discounts,

8

Overdrafts, unsecured,
Furniture and Fixtures

9

Heal Estate, other than Banking House,

11

12
15

$500.00

other cash items,
b Fractional currency,
liicke's and cent,
16

$0,205.00
15, 450.75

141 75

171,20

Coin and Curr ency,

$194, 152 67

CapitM Slock Paid In

$15,000.00
$11,000.00

Surplus fund
Undivided I'rofiU
(a) Reserved for Taxes,

40.00

$58!l,07

27

Individual Deposits, subject to check

.'10

Ciuhi

$loS,10S.6U

$5,119,8

County deposit),

$4,111,53

?r'3 Ch

ind deposits

Dj.--

27--

$15.00

Certliic.ii.'S

'.)) d.iys or K.ib.-- t
'
(1

tj

dayj

30

notice-3-

')'s;t,

of

5

$20,20". 47

Total of Tima deposits,

Í2 ),22.47

'lj4.u"2.tf

Tola',
STATE OF
COUNT

MEXICO,
OF M0IÍA,

X;-:-

,

Is3

We,

H. B. J .nos, Pre'íUnt, C. L. Justin, Cashier,
the a love nam? Bank,' do solemnly gwaar that the
above Slat merit is trut!,l) the bost of our knowledge
and belief.

of

1 Bull,

...

ld,

old

üü

1

This is all the best of Feed with grain in.

$147,340.0,3

31,

Timo Deposits,
Payable after

if?

i

4 yearling Steers, 13 Spring Calves, 5 three-yr-ol- d
Heifers, Fresh in April, Buff Herford Bull
heifer,

2-yr--

'ck oaUutidin?,
State Deposits,

Total of

AV
I

2-yr-o-

$540,07

Demand Deposits

35

C

ti

22 Milch Cows,

4,63(1.15

Liabilities

.12

Xii l 'W JT

$20.45

Total,

20
21
22

TV

A

319,61

and

che.-k- s

í$LÜ4á

Good size, Well broke and Gentle.

$17.S6

bj Net amt. due from Reserve Banks,
Net amt. due from Banks and Bankers,
other than included in lu and 11,
a Oiitsidf

,

y

JL

those shown on (b)

excej--

Ü6.821.ÜÜ

2

Farm Machinery, WagOn, Harness

Cream Separator 600 cap. lOfíl.
9 Barrel Churn,New, Lare horse
other articles too numer
Collar, Writing Desk, Typewriter, And
ous to mention.

Ford

1

Signed

ket-

tle.

Mary's-beautifu-

Feed Two Oceans.

Wasting Her Time.
"What do you think of a man who
would spend his evening with his arm
around the back of n girl's chair?"
"Looks like wasting the girl time. I'd
let him spend the evening with the

Cleaning Tea Kettle.
To make ten kettles wear twite as
long gather a handful of pebhles (size
of a walnut), wash nicely nnd put In
tea kettle. The rolling around of pebbles keeps the crust that forms loose,
and It easily shakes out from time

re

Mrs. Merrill, of Mills was in
She is wonderfully improved in health by her
recent visit to Los Angelos.

Ralph E. Kelley,

.

M

Roy Thursday.

Kerrobert, Sask. Canada,

FOR

a

st

notify mo.

SALE:- -

ur

Cleverness of Chlneu.
'
Consolation.
in acknowledged that the Chinese
A young probationer was preaching,
ore tery skillful In making confection- bin trial sermon In n church In one of
ery and possess the reputation of hav- the Inland villages of Scotland. After
ing many secrets. They aro able to .finishing the "discourse," he leaned
empty an orange of Its pulp entirely, over the pulpit and engaged In silent
thou fill It up with fruit Jelly without prayer, an act which surprised the
one being able to find the smallest congregation, who were unaccustomed
cut In the rind or even u tiny hole. to such procedure.
Suddenly the
Indeed, they even empty un egg In young preacher felt someone slapping
this manner and fill It with n sort of him gently on the shoulder, nnd on
almond nougat without one being able turning around he beheld the deacon,
to find the slightest break or incision who si. id: "Hoot, inon, dlnnu tak' It
In the shell.
sue mickle to heart; ye'll maybe dae
better next time."

320 Acre Relinquishment
For Sale.

one buying any Stock, Tools, Implements, Land or Effects owned
by the late, James R. Kelly, will
do s at their own risk of having
same replevined by law until Estate is properly settled by a competent Administrator. Py order of 'son of. James R. Kelley
and his only legal heir.
Anyone having information of
sale of anything off the Estate

W2 pd.

t

It
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ROOMS FOR LIGHT

en Miau.

A credit of 12 months will be given on all sums over $10. Purchaser giving bankable
Coló note
T1 Cllllb Ul1! Odie"
or approved Security, bearing 12 percent interest from date if nor. paid when due,
10

-

11. B.

C. L.

Jones, President
Jusiice, Cashier,

percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00 if paid on date of sale, All sums of $10.00 and under, Cash,
No property to be removed until settled for.
a

Correct Attest,
S. Floersb

vi,

Director,

11. H.

J(,,u,

(.'. I..

JmUci',' Director,

Mrccl--

,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
Jan. A. I). 1018.

lOcii

day of

JACOÍ5 FLOriHSHEIM,
Notary Public
April. 13 U9.

(SEAL)
My commission expires

Out o' the Mouth of Babe.
"Papa." stid mnall Harry, "If yoi
nd I wer tht same tin, would yon
My and do things to km that bmn
I

Elephants' Age in Doubt
The njre of elephants in widely
the best calfulatlonn of hmittri
and iintists living admittedly uW
little m.rv than
uyt tht
lark WatU.

bwii!,

iojDoJLaiigliterowNER.
GOL. F.O.WHITE, Auct.
Wm. G. JOHNSON, Clerk.

rrr

LUNCH SERVED BY LADIES OF SOLANO.

